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Extracting Named Entity Relations
from Large Text Corpora∗

Toru Hirano

Abstract

Much attention has recently been devoted to using the enormous
amount of web text covering an exceedingly wide range of domains as
a huge knowledge resource. To use web texts as knowledge resources,
we need to extract information from texts, which are merely sequences
of words, and convert them into a structured form. The aim of this the-
sis is to extract relation information between named entities because
they provide key information about real-world entities and relations.
This extracted information is critical for applications such as informa-
tion retrieval and question answering.

In this thesis, we extract semantically-related named entity pairs,
X and Y , and their relations, R, from documents D in structured form
[X, Y , R, D]. For example, the relation information [Ichiro Yamada,
Jiro Yamada, brother] should be extracted from the document, ID =
002, “Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, is Jiro Yamada’s brother”.
In this example, the relation expression “brother” is explicitly appeared
in the document. In contrast, there is relation information that no rela-
tion expressions are appeared in documents such as the relation infor-
mation [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, member, 002], extracted
from the above document.

To extract both kinds of relations from documents, we decompose
the relation extraction task into three tasks. The first is detecting

∗Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Information Processing, Graduate School
of Information Science, Nara Institute of Science and Technology, NAIST-IS-
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semantically-related pairs from named entity pairs that co-occur in
a given document (relation detection). The second is recognizing a
relation expression that demonstrates the explicit relation between the
detected pair from the document (relation expression recognition),
and the third one is estimating the relationship that exists between a
detected pair that has an implicit relation (relation estimation).

The contributions of this thesis are follows. In relation detection
task, the prior methods target only intra-sentential relation detection
in which named entity pairs are located in the same sentence, in spite
of the fact that many named entity pairs with semantic relations are
inter-sentential. Our proposed method is a supervised learning method
using contextual features for detecting a semantic relation between a
given pair of named entities, which may be located in different sen-
tences. In relation expression recognition task, to solve the problem
that syntactic clues were rather infrequent in a number of samples,
we propose a supervised learning method using two kinds of external
information about candidates acquired from large text corpora auto-
matically. One is lexical information with selected nouns that indi-
cate relations. The other is relation predicting model which predicts
present relations between named entities on the basis of past relations
of the pair. We show that the proposed method outperformed the prior
method through the experiments. In relation estimation task, using
similarity measures of named entity pairs were rather infrequent in
case of ambiguous named entities. To solve the problem, we propose
the similarity measure combining similarity of named entity pairs and
similarity of document in which the pair appeared.

Keywords:

relation extraction, named entity, relation detection, relation expres-
sion recognition, relation estimation
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大規模テキストからの固有名詞間の関係抽出∗

平野 徹

内容梗概

Web上に存在する膨大なテキストは広い分野をカバーしており，巨大な知識
源と考えることができる．テキストを知識源として活用するには，個々のテキス
トに含まれる情報を抽出し構造化された形式に変換する必要がある．本研究では，
情報検索や質問応答などのアプリケーションにおいて重要な知識源となる実世界
の実体を指し示す固有名詞間の関係情報を抽出することを目的とする．
本研究で抽出する関係情報は，個々の文書 (D)で言及されている意味的な関

係のある固有名詞の組 (X,Y )とその間の関係 (R)を［X, Y , R, D］の構造化さ
れた形で表現した情報である．
例えば，「民主党の山田一郎は山田次郎の兄です」の文書 (ID = 002)から抽出

される関係情報は［山田一郎，山田次郎，兄，002］がある．この例では，固有名
詞間の関係を表す表現「兄」が文書中に明記されているが，明記されていない関
係情報も本研究では抽出対象とする．例えば，上の文書 (ID = 002)からは，関係
を示す表現が文書中に明記されていないが「民主党」と「山田一郎」の間に「党
員」の関係があると読み取れるため，関係情報［山田一郎，民主党，党員，002］
も抽出できる．
上記の2種類の関係情報を抽出するために，本研究では，(1)入力文書内で共

起する固有名詞の組から何らかの関係を有する組を選択 (関係性判定)し，(2)選
択された組がどういう関係にあるのかを示す表現を入力文書から抽出 (関係表現
同定)し，(3)関係を示す表現が文書中に存在しない組の関係を推定 (関係推定)す
る，3つのタスクに分ける．本研究の貢献は以下のとおりである．(1)関係性判定
タスクは，従来，同一文内で共起する組に対して関係の有無を判定することはで
きたが，日本語において頻出する文をまたいで共起する組に対して判定すること
はできなかった．そこで，照応解析で用いられている文脈的情報を関係性判定タ

∗奈良先端科学技術大学院大学 情報科学研究科 情報処理学専攻 博士論文, NAIST-IS-
DD1061203, 2012年 9月 18日.
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スクに適用し文をまたいで共起する組に対しても判定可能な手法を提案した．(2)
関係表現同定タスクでは，文の構造情報だけでは関係表現か判断できない事例に
対して，大規模テキストから自動獲得した2種類の外部知識を利用する手法を提
案した．1つは関係を示す名詞を推定した語彙的知識で，もう1つは対象組の過
去の関係から現在の関係を予測する関係予測モデルである．評価実験では提案し
た 2種類の外部知識を用いることの有効性を確認した．(3)関係推定タスクにお
いては，関係情報の類似性に基づく推定手法の根幹を担う類似度尺度について，
上記 (1)(2)のタスクで自動獲得された関係情報に基づく固有表現組 (X,Y )の類似
度と固有表現組の出力する文書 (D)の類似度を組み合わせた尺度を提案した．評
価実験では2種類の類似度の混合割合を変えた実験を実施し，提案手法の有効性
を確認した．

キーワード

関係抽出, 固有名詞, 関係性判定, 関係表現同定, 関係推定
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Much attention has recently been devoted to using the enormous amount
of web text covering an exceedingly wide range of domains as a huge
knowledge resource. To use web texts as knowledge resources, we
need to extract information from texts, which are merely sequences of
words, and convert them into a structured form. Although extracting
information from texts in a structured form is difficult, relation ex-
traction is one approach that makes it possible to use web texts as
knowledge resources.

The aim of this thesis is to extract relation information between
named entities because they provide key information about real-world
entities and relations. This extracted information is critical for ap-
plications such as information retrieval, question answering, and the
construction of an ontology (Zhu et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2010).

In this thesis, we extract semantically-related named entity pairs,
X and Y , and their relations, R, from Japanese documents D in struc-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tured form [X, Y , R, D]. For example, the relation information [Ichiro
Yamada1, Japan2, prime minister3, 001] should be extracted from the
following document, ID = 001. In the example, the numbers show cor-
respondences of words between Japanese and English.

document id = 001
Yamada Ichiro1-wa Nihon2-no shusho3-desu.
( Ichiro Yamada2 is the prime minister3 of Japan2.)

It is possible to say that all named entity pairs that co-occur within
a document are semantically related in some way. Conforming to the
guidelines of relation extraction in English, Relation Detection and
Characterization, used in the Automatic Content Extraction program1,
we state that two named entities that co-occur within a document are
semantically related if the document can be read as demonstrating a
relation that satisfies either of the following rules between the pair:

• One entity is an attribute value of the other

• Both entities are arguments of the same predicate

We divide the relation information extracted by following the above
definition into two types, explicit and implicit relations, on the ba-
sis of relation R. An explicit relation means that there is an expres-
sion that indicates the relation between the named entity pair in the
given document, while an implicit relation means that there is no such
expression. For example, the relation information [Ichiro Yamada2,
Jiro Yamada3, brother4, 002], extracted from the document, ID = 002,
demonstrates an explicit relation. In contrast, the relation informa-
tion [Ichiro Yamada2, the Democratic Party1, member, 002], extracted
from the same document, exhibits an implicit relation because no ex-
pression directly indicates the relation (e.g. member) between “Ichiro
Yamada” and “the Democratic Party” in the document.

1http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/ace
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

``Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, is Jiro Yamada's brother''
document id = 002

1. Relation Detection1. Relation Detection

2. Relation Expression Recognition2. Relation Expression Recognition

3. Relation Estimation3. Relation Estimation

→No[the Democratic Party, Jiro Yamada, *, 002]
→Yes[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, *, 002]
→Yes[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, *, 002]

→No[the Democratic Party, Jiro Yamada, *, 002]
→Yes[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, *, 002]
→Yes[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, *, 002]

[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, brother, 002]
[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, *, 002]
[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, brother, 002]

[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, *, 002]

[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, brother, 002]
[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, member, 002]

[Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada, brother, 002]
[Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, member, 002]

Figure 1.1. Overall view of the three tasks for relation extraction

document id = 002
Minshuto1-no Yamada Ichiro2-wa Yamada Jiro3-no ani4-desu.
( Ichiro Yamada2, the Democratic Party1, is Jiro Yamada3’s brother4. )

To extract both explicit and implicit relations from documents, we
decompose the relation extraction task into three tasks. The first is
detecting semantically-related pairs from named entity pairs that co-
occur in a given document (relation detection). The second is rec-
ognizing a relation expression that demonstrates the explicit relation
between the detected pair from the document (relation expression
recognition), and the third one is estimating the relationship that

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

exists between a detected pair that has an implicit relation (relation
estimation). Figure 1.1 shows that overall view of the three tasks
with the example of the document, ID = 002. In relation detection
task, the pairs [Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada] and [Ichiro Yamada, the
Democratic Party] should be detected as semantically-related ones and
[the Democratic Party, Jiro Yamada] should not. Then, in relation ex-
pression recognition task, “brother” should be recognized as relation
expression for [Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada] and no expression should
be recognized for [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party]. At last, in re-
lation estimation task, the relationship “member” should be estimated
for [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party]. In the tasks of relation ex-
pression recognition and relation estimation, we have to decide not
only the relation between the pair but also which named entity in the
pair is subject, X, of the relation.

The contributions of this thesis are follows. In relation detection
task, various supervised learning approaches have been explored (Ze-
lenko et al., 2003; Kambhatla, 2004; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004).
They use two kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-based ones,
for example, the path of the given pair in the parse tree and the word
n-gram between named entities (Kambhatla, 2004). They target only
intra-sentential relation detection in which named entity pairs are lo-
cated in the same sentence, in spite of the fact that about 43.6%
of named entity pairs with semantic relations are inter-sentential in
Japanese documents. Our proposed method is a supervised learning
method using contextual features for detecting a semantic relation be-
tween a given pair of named entities, which may be located in different
sentences.

In relation expression recognition task, to recognize a relation ex-
pression from words located between a given pair in English, the prior
work proposed methods using conditional random fields or Markov
logic networks using only word-based features (Banko and Etzioni,
2008; Zhu et al., 2009). In a preliminary observation, we found that
word-based features, even syntactic ones, were rather infrequent in a

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

number of samples. To solve the above problem, we propose a super-
vised learning method using two kinds of external information about
candidates acquired from large text corpora automatically. One is lex-
ical information with selected nouns that indicate relations. The other
is relation predicting model which predicts present relations between
named entities on the basis of past relations of the pair. We show
that the proposed method outperformed the prior method through the
experiments in Japanese corpus.

In relation estimation task, previous work used the idea that similar
noun pairs must have the same relations to estimate implicit relation
between not only named entities but also general nouns (Shimazu et
al., 1986; Kurohashi and Sakai, 1999; Srikumar et al., 2008). To calcu-
late similarity of named entities, several similarity measures of named
entities on the basis of extracted huge relational information have been
proposed for the purpose of paraphrasing or selective preference (Lin
and Pantel, 2001; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter
et al., 2010). However, to estimate implicit relations, these similarity
measures were rather infrequent in case of ambiguous named entities
because they actually use only a named entity in the pair to disam-
biguate the other named entity. To solve the problem, we propose the
similarity measure combining similarity of named entity pairs and sim-
ilarity of document in which the pair appeared.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. We describe related
work of relation extraction in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we propose a
supervised learning method using contextual features for detecting a
semantic relation between a given pair of named entities, which may
be located in different sentences. Chapter 4 presents our proposed
supervised learning method using two kinds of external information
about candidates, lexical information and relation predicting model,
acquired from large text corpora automatically to recognize relation
expression of a given pair. In Chapter 5, we propose the similarity
measure combining similarity of named entity pairs and similarity of
document in which the pair appeared to estimate implicit relations

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of named entity pairs. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes our work and
presents the future directions.

6
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2

RELATED WORK

2.1. Information extraction

Relation extraction task is a kind of information extraction task. Here
we present related work on information extraction.

Information Extraction refers to the automatic extraction of struc-
tured information such as entities, relationships between entities, and
attributes describing entities from unstructured sources. Early ex-
traction tasks were concentrated around the identification of named
entities, like people and company names and relationship among them
from natural language text. The scope of this research was strongly in-
fluenced by two competitions, the Message Understanding Conference
(MUC) and Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program.

The advent of the Internet considerably increased the extent and
diversity of applications depending on various forms of information ex-
traction. Applications such as comparison shopping, and other au-

7
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tomatic portal creation applications, lead to a frenzy of research and
commercial activity on the topic. As society became more data oriented
with easy online access to both structured and unstructured data, new
applications of structure extraction came around.

Structure extraction is useful in a diverse set of applications. We
list a representative subset of these.

News Tracking

A classical application of information extraction, which has spurred
a lot of the early research, is automatically tracking specific event
types from news sources. The popular MUC and ACE competitions
are based on the extraction of structured entities like people and com-
pany names, and relations such as“ is-CEO-of”between them. Other
popular tasks are: tracking disease outbreaks (Grishman et al., 2002),
and terrorist events from news sources. Consequently there are several
research publications (Grishman, 1997; Turmo et al., 2006) and many
research prototypes (Hobbs et al., 1993; Riloff, 1993; Cunningham et
al., 2002; Grishman et al., 2002) that target extraction of named enti-
ties and their relationship from news articles. Two recent applications
of information extraction on news articles are: the automatic creation
of multimedia news by integrating video and pictures of entities and
events annotated in the news articles, and hyperlinking news articles
to background information on people, locations, and companies.

Customer Care

Any customer-oriented enterprise collects many forms of unstructured
data from customer interaction; for effective management these have
to be closely integrated with the enterprise’s own structured databases
and business ontologies. This has given rise to many interesting ex-
traction problems such as the identification of product names and
product attributes from customer emails, linking of customer emails
to a specific transaction in a sales database (Chakaravarthy et al.,

8
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2006; Bhide et al., 2007), the extraction of merchant name and ad-
dresses from sales invoices (Zhu et al., 2007), the extraction of repair
records from insurance claim forms (Popowich, 2005), the extraction
of customer moods from phone conversation transcripts (Jansche and
Abney, 2002), and the extraction of product attribute value pairs from
textual product descriptions (Ghani et al., 2006).

Personal information management

Personal information management (PIM) systems seek to organize per-
sonal data like documents, emails, projects and people in a struc-
tured inter-linked format (Cai et al., 2005; Chakrabarti et al., 2005;
Cutrell and Dumais, 2006). The success of such systems will depend
on being able to automatically extract structure from existing predom-
inantly file-based unstructured sources. Thus, for example we should
be able to automatically extract from a PowerPoint file, the author of
a talk and link the person to the presenter of a talk announced in
an email. Emails, in particular, have served as testbeds for many ex-
traction tasks such as locating mentions of people names and phone
numbers (Minkov et al., 2005), and inferring request types in service
centers (Cohen et al., 2005).

Scientific Applications

The recent rise of the field of bio-informatics has broadened the scope
of earlier extractions from named entities, to biological objects such as
proteins and genes. A central problem is extracting from paper reposi-
tories such as Pubmed, protein names, and their interaction (Bunescu
et al., 2005). Since the form of entities like Gene and Protein names is
very different from classical named entities like people and companies,
this task has helped to broaden the techniques used for extraction.
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Opinion Databases

There are innumerable web sites storing unmoderated opinions about
a range of topics, including products, books, movies, people, and mu-
sic. Many of the opinions are in free text form hidden behind Blogs,
newsgroup posts, review sites, and so on. The value of these reviews
can be greatly enhanced if organized along structured fields. For ex-
ample, for products it might be useful to find out for each feature of
the product, the prevalent polarity of opinion (Liu et al., 2005; Popescu
and Etzioni, 2005).

Comparison Shopping

There is much interest in creating comparison shopping web sites that
automatically crawl merchant web sites to find products and their
prices which can then be used for comparison shopping (Doorenbos et
al., 1997). As web technologies evolved, most large merchant web sites
started getting hidden behind forms and scripting languages. Conse-
quently, the focus has shifted to crawling and extracting information
from form-based web sites (He et al., 2007).

2.2. Relation Extraction

2.2.1 Both Explicit and Implicit Relations

The “Message Understanding Conference” and “Automatic Content Ex-
traction” programs have tackled relation extraction. The goal was to
extract predefined semantic relations, R, of named entity pairs, X and
Y , from a document, D in structured form [X, Y , R, D]. Various super-
vised learning approaches have been explored to date (Zelenko et al.,
2003; Kambhatla, 2004; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004). They use two
kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-based ones, for example,
the path of the given pair of named entities in the parse tree and the
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Table 2.1. Relation Types on Automatic Content Extraction Programs

Type Subtype Argument X Argument Y

Physical Located PER FAC, LOC, GPE
Near PER, FAC, GPE, LOC FAC, GPE, LOC

Part-whole Geographical FAC, LOC, GPE FAC, LOC, GPE
Subsidiary ORG ORG, GPE

Personal-Social Business PER PER
Family PER PER
Lasting-Personal PER PER

ORG-Affiliation Employment PER ORG, GPE
Ownership PER ORG
Founder PER, ORG ORG, GPE
Student-Alum PER ORG
Sports-Affiliation PER ORG
Investor-Shareholder PER, ORG, GPE ORG, GPE
Membership PER, ORG, GPE ORG

Agent-Artifact UOIM PER, ORG, GPE FAC
Gen-Affiliation CRRE PER PER, LOC, GPE,ORG

Org-Location-Origin ORG LOC, GPE

word n-gram between named entities with Maximum Entoropy Model
(Kambhatla, 2004).

According to the latest guidelines of “Automatic Content Extraction”
program, there are 6 types and 17 subtypes of relations are predefined.
Table 2.1 shows the detail of the predefined relations. They also defined
permitted relation arguments. For example, relation “Physical.Located”
is permitted Person in argument X, and Facility, Location, and Geo-
political Entity in argument Y .

With the guidelines and the annotated corpus, the task of relation
extraction is designed to classify named entity pairs co-occurred in a
given document into the 17 + 1 (no relation between the pair) relation
subtypes. In this way, it can extract both explicit and implicit relation
information from documents. However, it can not extract more pre-
cise relation information even relation expressions explicitly appeared

11
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in the document. For example, even there is a relation expression
“brother” of the pair in the document, extracted relation information is
“Personal-Social.Family”.

There is another line of related work (Brin, 1998; Agichtein and Gra-
vano, 2000; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006), bootstrapping methods,
to extract given semantic relations, R, of named entity pairs, X and
Y , from a document, D, in structured form [X, Y , R, D]. Bootstrap-
ping is a general framework for reducing the requirement of manual
annotation. Therefore, bootstrapping methods solve the disadvantage
of supervised methods which we described above.

Bootstrapping methods alternate two phases, pattern extraction and
instance extraction. For example, suppose we would like to extract
“brother” relations between named entities. In pattern extraction phase,
patterns like “X is brother of Y ” which co-occur frequently with a seed
such as [Ichiro Yamada, Jiro Yamada] will be selected from a corpus.
Confidence score is ssigned to each pttern depending on co-ocuurrence
strangth to seed instances. Only top highest k patterns are selected. It
is necessary to assign low scores to generic patterns and high scores
to patterns with high relatedness to the seed instances.

In instance extraction phase, on the other hand, new instances like
[Taro Suzuki, Jiro Suzuki] which co-occur with the patterns will be
acquired and used for the next iteration. Compute confidence scores
of enumeated instances and select high-confidence instances to add
to the seed instance set. It is desirable to keep only high-confidence
instances at this phase, as they are used as seed instances for the next
iteration.

Bootstrapping itrates the above two phases several times until stop-
ping criiteria are met. Acquired instances tend to become noisy as the
iteration proceeds, so it is important to terminate before semantic drift
ocuurs.

12
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Figure 2.2. LinkLDA

2.2.2 Only Implicit Relations

Several supervised approaches using similarity of noun phrases have
been proposed to estimate implicit relations between noun phrases to
date (Shimazu et al., 1986; Kurohashi and Sakai, 1999; Srikumar et
al., 2008). As implicit relation types, Shimazu et al. (1986) defined
about 80 relation types, such as possession, whole-part, purpose or
instruments. While, Kurohashi and Sakai (1999) defined only five re-
lation types, such as obligate cases or possession. Even though defini-
tions of implicit relation types vary, the common idea of these methods
is that similar noun phrase pairs have the same relations. For in-
stance, Kurohashi and Sakai (1999) first identified the class of noun
phrases using a thesaurus and then estimated implicit relation types
between pairs of identified classes.

To calculate similarity of named entities, several similarity mea-
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sures of named entities have been proposed (Lin and Pantel, 2001;
Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2010), such
as DIRT and LinkLDA, on the basis of extracted explicit relations for
the purpose of paraphrasing or selectional preference. As the similarity
measure of named entities, the state-of-the-art similarity measure was
proposed by Ritter et al. (2010) with LinkLDA framework.

Ritter et al. (2010) presents a series of topic models for the task of
computing selectional preferences. These models vary in the amount of
independence they assume between X and Y . At one extreme is Inde-
pendentLDA, a model which assumes that both X and Y are generated
completely independently. On the other hand, JointLDA, the model at
the other extreme assumes both arguments of a specific extraction are
generated based on a single hidden variable Z. LinkLDA lies between
these two extremes and LinkLDA was reported as the best model for
extracted relation information. Comparing JointLDA and LinkLDA, in-
stead of imposing a hard constraint that z1 = z2 in JointLDA, LinkLDA
simply assigns a higher probability to states in which z1 = z2, because
both hidden variables are drawn from the same (sparse) distribution
θr.

2.2.3 Only Explicit Relations

Recently, open information extraction, a novel domain-independent ex-
traction paradigm, has been suggested (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006;
Banko and Etzioni, 2008).

Several clustering-based methods have been proposed to extract se-
mantically related named entity pairs, X and Y , and their relation ex-
pressions, R, from a large corpus in structured form [X, Y , R] with-
out predefined relations (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Shinyama and Sekine,
2006; Bollegala et al., 2010). These methods extract multiple words
around named entities in a document as features and cluster named
entity pairs based on distributional similarity of the features. The
methods output named entity pairs belonging to the same clusters that
have the same relations. They also output key features of the cluster as
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``Kafka, a writer born in Prague, wrote ‘The Metamorphosis’''
document id = 003

ENT

Kafka , a writer born in Prague

ENT O O ENT B-REL I-REL

Figure 2.3. Relation Extraction as Sequence Labeling: A CRF is used
to identify the relationship, “born in”, between “Kafka” and “Prague”

relation expressions. These clustering-based methods extract relations
between named entities from a corpus rather than a document.

There is another line of related work (Banko and Etzioni, 2008; Zhu
et al., 2009), self-supervised or bootstrapping methods, to extract re-
lation expressions, R, between a named entity pair, X and Y , from a
given document, D, in structured form [X, Y , R, D] without predefined
relations. The idea of these methods is to discover domain independent
extraction patterns.

Banko proposed a self-supervised learning method using condi-
tional random fields to extract a relation expression from words located
between a given pair (Banko and Etzioni, 2008). Each pair of named
entities appearing no more than a maximum number of words apart
and their surrounding context are considered as possible evidence for
relation extraction. The named entity pair serves to anchor each end of
a linear-chain CRF, and both named entities in the pair are assigned
a fixed label of ENT. Tokens in the surrounding context are treated as
possible textual cues that indicate a relation, and can be assigned one
of the following labels: B-REL, indicating the start of a relation, I-REL,
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Figure 2.4. The framework of StatSnowball

indicating the continuation of a predicted relation, or O, indicating the
token is not believed to be part of an explicit relationship. An illus-
tration is given in Figure 2.3 with the example of the document, ID =
003.

document id = 003
Kafka, a writer born in Prague, wrote The Metamorphosis.

Zhu proposed a bootstrapping method using Markov logic networks
(Richardson and Domingos, 2006) to extract a relation expression from
words located between a given pair (Zhu et al., 2009). Figure 2.4 shows
the framework of the method called “StatSnowball”. To start the itera-
tive extraction process, the StatSnowball takes the input seeds to learn
an extractor. They used the maximum likelihood estimation with word-
based features at this step. Then, the learned model is used to extract
new relation information from documents. The third step is to gener-
ate extraction patterns with the newly identified relation information.
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These patterns are used to compose formulae of MLN. Finally, it se-
lects good formulae to add to the probabilistic model and re-train the
model. Their method iteratively performs these four steps until no new
relation information is identified or no new patterns are generated.

The main contribution of these methods is that they need none or
only a few seed examples even they use supervised learning classifiers
such as conditional random fields and Markov logic networks.
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3

RELATION DETECTION

3.1. Introduction

The relation detection task is detecting semantically-related pairs from
named entity pairs that co-occur in a given document. For example,
suppose we would like to detect semantically-related pairs from named
entity pairs in the document, ID = 002.

document id = 002
Minshuto1-no Yamada Ichiro2-wa Yamada Jiro3-no ani4-desu.
( Ichiro Yamada2, the Democratic Party1, is Jiro Yamada3’s brother4. )

There are three named entity pairs in the document, [Ichiro Yamada,
Jiro Yamada], [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party] and [the Demo-
cratic Party, Jiro Yamada]. Following the definition of semantically-
related named entity pairs mentioned in Chapter 1, the pairs [Ichiro Ya-
mada, Jiro Yamada] and [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party] should
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be detected as semantically-related ones and [the Democratic Party,
Jiro Yamada] should not.

In relation detection task, various supervised learning approaches
have been explored to date (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Kambhatla,
2004; Zelenko et al., 2003). These approaches automatically learn rela-
tion patterns from an annotated corpus. In learning process, they used
two kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-based ones. For exam-
ple, in previous work (Kambhatla, 2004), the path of the given pair in
the parse tree and the word n-gram between named entities were used
to detect semantically-related named entity pairs. They reported that
the syntactic features are especially effective for the relation detection
task.

These previous work target only intra-sentential relation detection
in which named entity pairs are located in the same sentence, in spite
of the fact that about 43.6% of named entity pairs with semantic re-
lations are inter-sentential in Japanese documents. For the inter-
sentential task, the prior methods can not detect semantically-related
named entity pairs accurately because the key syntactic features are
unusable.

To solve the problem, we propose a supervised learning method us-
ing contextual features for detecting a semantic relation between a
given pair of named entities, which may be located in different sen-
tences.

3.2. Contextual features for relation detection

The proposed method uses contextual features based on Salient Refer-
ent List (Nariyama, 2002) as well as conventional syntactic and word-
based features. These features are organized as a tree structure and
are fed into a boosting-based classification algorithm.

Given a named entity pair co-occurred in a document, the proposed
method extracts contextual, syntactic and word-based features. Then
the method judges whether a given pair is semantically related or not
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by classifying a pair using those features. In this section, we describe
the underlying idea of contextual features and how contextual features
are used for relation detection.

3.2.1 Underlying idea of contextual features

When a pair of named entities with a semantic relation appears in
different sentences, the antecedent named entity that appear first in a
text must be contextually easily referred to in the sentence with the fol-
lowing named entity in the pair. In the following Japanese document,
ID = 004, the pair “Ken2” and “Amerika8 (the U.S.)” has a semantic re-
lation, because “Ken2” is contextually referred to in the sentence with
“Amerika8” (In fact, the zero pronoun φi refers to “Ken2”). Meanwhile,
the pair “Naomi5” and “Amerika8” has no semantic relation, because
the sentence with “Amerika8” does not refer to “Naomi5”.

document id = 004
asu1, Ken2-wa Osaka3-o otozure4 Naomi5-to au6. sonogo7, (φi-ga)
Amerika8-ni watari9 Tom10-to ryoko11 suru.
(Ken2 is going to visit4 Osaka3 to see6 Naomi5, tomorrow1. Then7, (hei)

will go9 to the U.S.8 to travel11 with Tom10.)

Therefore, it would improve relation detection performance to use
whether the antecedent named entity is referred to in the context with
the following named entity as features of a given pair of named enti-
ties. In this thesis, we use Salient Referent List (Nariyama, 2002) to
determine how easily a noun phrase can be referred to in the following
context.

3.2.2 Salient referent list and preference rules

Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1983) is a theory about discourse coher-
ence and is based on the idea that each utterance features a topically
most salient entity called the center. The main idea of Centering The-
ory is that certain entities mentioned in an utterance are more central
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in discourse than others and this imposes certain constraints on the
use of referring expressions and in particular on the use of pronouns.
As an extension of this theory, Nariyama (Nariyama, 2002) proposed
an algorithm of zero anaphora resolution, including salient referent
list and preference rules. The salient referent list can deal with enti-
ties in all of the preceding utterances, whereas the original Centering
Theory does only account for the entities in the immediately preceding
utterance. Furthermore, if there are more than one zero pronouns in
the target sentence, her algorithm identifies an antecedent among each
entity in the salient referent list for a given zero-pronoun according to
the following preference rules.

• Topicalized Subject (wa) > Subject (ga) > Indirect Object (ni) >

Object (o) > Others

The preference rules are based on natures that topicalized subject
has a tendency to be omitted and to be marked by particle “wa” in
Japanese. Salient referent list has stacks, last-in first-out structure,
for each element, topicalized subject, subject, indirect object, object
and others, in the preference rules.

To identify the antecedent of a given pronoun, from the beginning
of the text until the pronoun appears, noun phrases are pushed to
the corresponding stack based on their particles. Then the stacked
information is sorted by the preference rules and stacks.

In the example described in Section 3.2.1, noun phrases, “asu1”,
“Ken2”, “Osaka3” and “Naomi5”, which are in the previous context of the
zero pronoun φi, are stacked and then the information shown in Figure
3.1 is acquired. The stacked information is sorted by the preference
rules and stacks then the order, 1: “Ken2”, 2: “Osaka3”, 3: “Naomi5”, 4:
“asu1”, is assigned. In this way, using salient referent list would show
that the antecedent of the zero pronoun φi is “Ken2”.
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asu1, Naomi5others
Osaka3o

ni
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Ken2wa

asu1, Naomi5others
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Ken2wa
Priority

Figure 3.1. Stacked Information on Salient Referent List

3.2.3 Applying Salient Referent List to Relation Detec-
tion

To judge whether a given pair of named entities is semantically re-
lated or not, we use Salient Referent List to determine how easily the
antecedent named entity in the pair can be referred to in the context
with the following named entity. Note that we do not explicitly execute
anaphora resolutions here.

Top Instance in Salient Referent List

To apply Salient Referent List to relation detection task, we slightly
change the condition of stacking process in the algorithm described in
Section 3.2.2. To judge whether a given pair of named entities is se-
mantically related or not, from the beginning of the text until the fol-
lowing named entity in the pair appears, noun phrases are pushed
to the corresponding stack based on their particles. Then the stacked
information is sorted by the preference rules and stacks. Our proposed
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method use whether the antecedent named entity in the pair is the top
instance in the sorted order as a contextual feature. If the top instance
in the sorted order is identical to the antecedent named entity, we sup-
pose the antecedent named entity is easily referred to in the context
with the following named entity. When the top instance in the sorted
order is identical to the antecedent named entity, the value of contex-
tual feature, called “SRL-T” (Salient Referent List Top) in this thesis, is
“1”.

When the pair of named entities, “Ken2” and “Amerika8”, is given
in the example described in Section 3.2.1, the noun phrases, “asu1”,
“Ken2”, “Osaka3” and “Naomi5”, which are in the previous context of
the following named entity “Amerika8”, are pushed to the correspond-
ing stack based on their particles and then the information shown in
Figure 3.1 is acquired.

Then the stacked information is sorted by the preference rules and
stacks then the order, 1: “Ken2”, 2: “Osaka3”, 3: “Naomi5”, 4: “asu1”, is
assigned. Here, because the top instance in the sorted order is iden-
tical to the antecedent named entity, we suppose “Ken2” is easily re-
ferred to in the context with “Amerika8”, and the value of contextual
feature “SRL-T” becomes “1”. By contrast, when the pair of named en-
tities, “Naomi5” and “Amerika8”, is given in the same example, because
the top instance in the sorted order is not identical to the antecedent
named entity, we suppose “Naomi5” is not referred to in the context
with “Amerika8”, and the value of contextual feature “SRL-T” becomes
“0”.

Using the top instance in Salient Referent List as contextual fea-
tures, we expect that it is possible to judge accurately whether a given
pair is semantically related.

Structure of Salient Referent List

Because the preference rules described in Section 3.2.2 are based
on natures that topicalized subject has a tendency to be omitted in
Japanese, the top instance in the sorted order by the preference rules
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Priority

Figure 3.2. Stacked Information on Salient Referent List for the pair,
“Osaka2” and “Ken5” in the document, id = 005.

must be a topicalized subject, such as person and organization. There-
fore, when the antecedent named entity in the given pair is not a top-
icalized subject, such as location, using the top instance in Salient
Referent List suppose the antecedent named entity is not referred to in
the context with the following named entity.

For example, when the pair of named entities, “Osaka2” and “Ken5”,
is given in the document ID = 005, the noun phrases, “kino1”, “Osaka2”
and “Party3”, which are in the previous context of the following named
entity “Ken5” are pushed to the corresponding stack based on their
particles and then the information shown in Figure 3.2 is acquired.

document id = 005
kino1, Osaka2-de party3-ga atta4. Ken5-ga sanka6-shita.
(There was4 a party3 in Osaka2, yesterday1. Ken5 participated6 it.)

The stacked information is sorted by the preference rules and stacks
then the order, 1: “Party3”, 2: “Osaka2”, 3: “kino1”, is assigned. Here,
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ga: Party3ga: Party3

Ken5Ken5

others: Osaka2others: Osaka2

others: kino1others: kino1

Figure 3.3. Structure of Salient Referent List for the pair, “Osaka2” and
“Ken5” in the document, id = 005.

because the top instance in the sorted order is not identical to the
antecedent named entity, “Osaka2” is supposed not referred to in the
context with “Ken5”, and the value of contextual feature “SRL-T” be-
comes “0”.

As far as relation detection task is concerned, we would like to judge
the above pair is semantically related. So, for the case that the an-
tecedent named entity in the given pair is not a topicalized subject,
such as location, we use the structure of Salient Referent List without
the preference rules as contextual features.

A method to acquire the structure of Salient Referent List is follows.
First, from among the given entities, we choose the one that appears
last in the documents as the root of the tree. We then use the following
rules to append noun phrases from the chosen one to the beginning of
the document, to the tree according to case markers, “wa” (Topicalized
Subject), “ga” (Subject), “ni” (Indirect Object), “o” (Object), and “others”.
If there are nodes of the same case marker already in the tree, the noun
phrase is appended as a child of their leaf node. In other cases, the
noun phrase is appended as a child of the root node. For example, we
create the structure of SRL shown in Figure 3.3 for the given entity pair,
X = “Osaka2” and Y = “Ken5”, in the document, id = 005. First, from X

= “Osaka2”, Y = “Ken5”, we choose Y = “Ken5” that appears last in the
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Ken5Ken5

others: Osaka2others: Osaka2

Figure 3.4. The minimal tree that consists of given named entities,
“Osaka2” and “Ken5” in the document, id = 005.

document as the root node. Next, from “Ken5” to the beginning of the
document, “Party3” is appended with case marker ”ga” as a child of the
root node, “Osaka2” is appended with case marker “others” as a child
of the root node, and “kino1” is appended with case marker “others”
as a child of “Osaka2”. In Figure 3.3, the depth of the tree represents
the referential degree of phrases for each case marker in the context
in which the root phrase appears in a document, for example, for case
marker “others”, phrase “Osaka2” is more referential than “kino1” in
the context of the appearance of “Ken5”.

To use the structure of SRL as contextual features for detecting
semantically related pairs, we make a minimal tree that consists of
given named entities, called “SRL-S” (Salient Referent List Structure).
Figure 3.4 shows the contextual features ‘SRL-S”.

Using the structure of Salient Referent List as contextual features,
we expect that it is possible to judge accurately whether a given pair
is semantically related, even for the case that the antecedent named
entity in the given pair is not a topicalized subject, such as location.

3.2.4 Classification Algorithm

In this thesis, we use structure-based learning algorithms that have
good reported performance among several learning algorithms that use
structural information, such as Tree kernel (Collins and Duffy, 2002),
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Figure 3.5. Features organized as a tree

HDAG kernel (Suzuki et al., 2003), or boosting-based algorithm (Kudo
and Matsumoto, 2004). The experiments tested Kudo and Matsumoto’s
boosting-based algorithm using sub-trees as features; it has compara-
tively short learning times and has been implemented as a BACT sys-
tem1.

In out proposed method, the contextual features and conventional
features, syntactic and word-based features, are organized as a tree
structure. These features are organized as a tree structure and are fed
into a boosting-based classification algorithm. Here, contextual fea-
ture SRL-T and word-based features are not structural features, so we
suppose these features are structure features consisting of one node.
To organize all features as a tree, we first prepare the root node marked
“Root”. Then, we put each structure feature as a child of the root node
in the tree with the label indicating feature type, such as SRL-T, SRL-S
or etc. For example, Figure 3.5 shows that the features organized as a
tree when the pair of named entities, “Osaka2” and “Ken5”, is given in
the document, ID = 005.

Using the tree structure, given a set of training examples, each of
which is represented as a tree labeling whether the named entity pair
is semantically related or not, the BACT system learns a set of rules
that is effective in classification. In the experiments, we used the BACT
system with option L = 5, which restricts the maximun size of trees.

1http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/bact/
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Figure 3.6. Overview of the BACT system

Then, given a test instance, the BACT system classifies it using the set
of learned rules (Figure 3.6).

3.3. Experiments

We conducted experiments using texts from Japanese newspaper arti-
cles and weblog texts to test the proposed method against both intra-
and inter-sentential tasks. In the experiments, we compared the fol-
lowing methods:

WD: Detecting named entity pairs when pairs appeared within n words
in documents.

DEP: Supervised learning method using syntactic and word-based fea-
tures, the path of the pairs of named entities in dependency tree
and the word n-gram between pairs (Kambhatla, 2004).

DEP+SRL-T: Supervised learning method using features of syntactic,
word-based and top instance in Salient Referent List.
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Table 3.1. The inter-annotator agreement, κ.
κ person A person B Total

person ↔ person 0.802 8,993 8,026 127,186
person ↔ organization 0.882 3,228 3,116 99,084
person ↔ location 0.823 4,563 4,026 111,121

organization ↔ organization 0.851 1,448 1,334 45,736
organization ↔ location 0.800 2,220 2,002 73,919

location ↔ location 0.841 3,877 3,759 80,365
Total 0.827 24,329 22,263 537,411

Table 3.2. The inter-annotator agreement, Precision and Recall.

Precision [%] Recall [%]
person ↔ person 86.4 ( 6,942 / 8,026 ) 77.1 ( 6,942 / 8,993 )
person ↔ organization 90.1 ( 2,810 / 3,116 ) 87.0 ( 2,810 / 3,228 )
person ↔ location 88.5 ( 3,567 / 4,026 ) 78.1 ( 3,567 / 4,563 )

organization ↔ organization 89.2 ( 1,191 / 1,334 ) 82.2 ( 1,191 / 1,448 )
organization ↔ location 84.9 ( 1,701 / 2,002 ) 76.6 ( 1,701 / 2,220 )

location ↔ location 86.1 ( 3,240 / 3,759 ) 83.5 ( 3,240 / 3,877 )
Total 87.3 ( 19,451 / 22,263 ) 79.9 ( 19,451 / 24,329 )

DEP+SRL-S: Supervised learning method using features of syntactic,
word-based and structure of Salient Referent List.

DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S: Supervised learning method using features of syn-
tactic, word-based, top instance in Salient Referent List and struc-
ture of Salient Referent List.

3.3.1 Setting

We took 6,200 documents from Japanese newspapers and weblogs
dated from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2006, which were obtained
by a web crawler, and manually annotated the semantically-related
pairs of named entities for experimental purposes. The named entity
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Table 3.3. Percentage of semantically-related pairs in annotated data.

intra − sentential [%] inter − sentential [%]
person ↔ person 38.4 ( 3,924 / 10,213 ) 4.3 ( 5,069 / 116,973 )
person ↔ organization 30.5 ( 2,035 / 6,683 ) 1.3 ( 1,193 / 92,401 )
person ↔ location 35.3 ( 2,404 / 6,805 ) 2.1 ( 2,159 / 104,316 )

organization ↔ organization 26.4 ( 998 / 3,780 ) 1.1 ( 450 / 41,956 )
organization ↔ location 26.4 ( 1,402 / 5,317 ) 1.2 ( 818 / 68,602 )

location ↔ location 38.0 ( 2,955 / 7,774 ) 1.3 ( 922 / 72,591 )
Total 33.8 ( 13,718 / 40,572 ) 2.1 ( 10,611 / 496,839 )

pairs targeted in this data were person ↔ person, person ↔ organiza-
tion, person ↔ location, organization ↔ organization, organization ↔
location, and location ↔ location. We gave annotators the definition of
semantically-related pairs described in Chapter 1 and the instruction,
“Select any named entity pair that follows the definition from named
entity pairs that co-occur in a given document.”

To investigate inter-annotator agreement, two people annotated a
total of 537,411 pairs in 6,200 documents. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show
the result. The agreement of the two annotators was κ = 0.827, person
A selected 24,329 pairs and person B selected 22,263 pairs out of
537,411 pairs. We also calculated precision and recall by assuming
that the annotated data produced by person A was the answer, the data
produced by person B the system; precision was 87.3% and recall was
79.9%. The inter-annotator agreement is high as seen above, so we use
the annotated data produced by a single person in the experiments.

Table 3.3 shows details of the annotated data produced by a single
person for a total of 537,411 named entity pairs, 13,718 semantically-
related pairs appeared in the same sentence (intra-sentential), while
10,611 semantically-related pairs appeared in different sentences (inter-
sentential). We used the semantically-related pairs as positive exam-
ples and the rest pairs as negative examples. In the intra-sentential
experiment, 40,572 pairs were given, but only 13,718 of them are
semantically-related. In contrast, in the inter-sentential experiment,
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Figure 3.7. Recall-precision curve

496,839 pairs were given, and only 10,611 of them are semantically-
related.

We conducted five-fold cross-validation over 40,572 pairs in intra-
sentential or 496,839 pairs in inter-sentential so that sets of pairs from
a single document were not divided into the training and test sets.
In the experiments, all features were automatically acquired using a
Japanese POS tagger (Fuchi and Takagi, 1998) and dependency parser
(Imamura et al., 2007).

3.3.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.7 shows the performance of each method for relation detec-
tion. Precision is defined as the percentage of correct detected pairs
out of all those detected. Recall is the percentage of correct detected
pairs out of the manual annotation results. We plotted recall-precision
curves altering threshold parameters; value of discriminant function
in the classifier. In “WD” method, we plotted recall-precision curves
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Table 3.4. Results of intra-sentential task, Precision and Recall.
Precision [%] Recall [%]

WD10 55.0 ( 10,416 / 18,934 ) 75.9 ( 10,416 / 13,718 )
DEP 72.0 ( 9,517 / 13,227 ) 69.4 ( 9,517 / 13,718 )
DEP+SRL-T 75.3 ( 10,011 / 13,299 ) 73.0 ( 10,011 / 13,718 )
DEP+SRL-S 74.5 ( 9,870 / 13,242 ) 71.9 ( 9,870 / 13,718 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 79.3 ( 10,615 / 13,392 ) 77.4 ( 10,615 / 13,718 )

Table 3.5. Results of inter-sentential task, Precision and Recall.
Precision [%] Recall [%]

WD10 11.5 ( 938 / 8,148 ) 8.8 ( 938 / 10,611 )
DEP 60.9 ( 2,842 / 4,666 ) 26.8 ( 2,842 / 10,611 )
DEP+SRL-T 78.4 ( 4,649 / 5,933 ) 43.8 ( 4,649 / 10,611 )
DEP+SRL-S 75.9 ( 4,475 / 5,899 ) 42.2 ( 4,475 / 10,611 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 82.9 ( 5,210 / 6,286 ) 49.1 ( 5,210 / 10,611 )

altering word distance n.
Comparing “DEP” to “DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S” for relation detection task

indicates that the proposed method based on contextual features im-
proved performance, Precision by 11.3 points and Recall by 14.2 points,
when the threshold parameter was 0; “DEP”: Precision = 69.1 and Recall

= 50.8, “DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S”: Precision = 80.4 and Recall = 65.0. This
result supports our idea that it is useful to accumulate contextual fea-
tures for relation detection between named entities.

To investigate the effectiveness of proposed method for inter-sentential
task, tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the performance of each method for
intra-/inter-sentential relation detection tasks. Comparing “DEP” to
“DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S” for inter-sentential task indicates that the pro-
posed method based on contextual features improved performance,
Precision by 22.0 points and Recall by 22.3 points.

At last, to investigate the effectiveness of proposed method for each
targeted pairs, person ↔ person, person ↔ organization, person ↔
location, organization ↔ organization, organization ↔ location, and
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Table 3.6. Results of target pairs, Precision and Recall.
Precision [%] Recall [%]
person ↔ person

WD10 49.5 ( 2,961 / 5,983 ) 32.9 ( 2,961 / 8,993 )
DEP 77.2 ( 5,251 / 6,799 ) 58.4 ( 5,251 / 8,993 )
DEP+SRL-T 84.9 ( 6,841 / 8,054 ) 76.1 ( 6,841 / 8,993 )
DEP+SRL-S 84.2 ( 6,623 / 7,870 ) 73.6 ( 6,623 / 8,993 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 87.2 ( 7,124 / 8,169 ) 79.2 ( 7,124 / 8,993 )

person ↔ organization
WD10 48.6 ( 1,802 / 3,709 ) 55.8 ( 1,802 / 3,228 )
DEP 66.8 ( 1,603 / 2,399 ) 49.7 ( 1,603 / 3,228 )
DEP+SRL-T 72.5 ( 1,695 / 2,338 ) 52.5 ( 1,695 / 3,228 )
DEP+SRL-S 71.1 ( 1,705 / 2,398 ) 52.8 ( 1,705 / 3,228 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 78.1 ( 1,893 / 2,425 ) 58.6 ( 1,893 / 3,228 )

person ↔ location
WD10 42.0 ( 1,904 / 4,535 ) 41.7 ( 1,904 / 4,563 )
DEP 61.9 ( 1,865 / 3,014 ) 40.9 ( 1,865 / 4,563 )
DEP+SRL-T 68.6 ( 2,124 / 3,094 ) 46.5 ( 2,124 / 4,563 )
DEP+SRL-S 68.2 ( 2,125 / 3,116 ) 46.6 ( 2,125 / 4,563 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 75.4 ( 2,401 / 3,183 ) 52.6 ( 2,401 / 4,563 )

organization ↔ organization
WD10 35.5 ( 851 / 2,399 ) 58.8 ( 851 / 1,448 )
DEP 57.2 ( 591 / 1,034 ) 40.8 ( 591 / 1,448 )
DEP+SRL-T 68.1 ( 747 / 1,097 ) 51.6 ( 747 / 1,448 )
DEP+SRL-S 63.9 ( 697 / 1,090 ) 48.1 ( 697 / 1,448 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 73.8 ( 866 / 1,174 ) 59.8 ( 866 / 1,448 )

organization ↔ location
WD10 32.7 ( 1,195 / 3,650 ) 53.8 ( 1,195 / 2,220 )
DEP 56.3 ( 821 / 1,459 ) 37.0 ( 821 / 2,220 )
DEP+SRL-T 64.3 ( 938 / 1,458 ) 42.3 ( 938 / 2,220 )
DEP+SRL-S 61.0 ( 921 / 1,509 ) 41.5 ( 921 / 2,220 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 71.8 ( 1,071 / 1,492 ) 48.2 ( 1,071 / 2,220 )

location ↔ location
WD10 38.8 ( 2,641 / 6,806 ) 68.1 ( 2,641 / 3,877 )
DEP 69.9 ( 2,228 / 3,188 ) 57.5 ( 2,228 / 3,877 )
DEP+SRL-T 72.5 ( 2,315 / 3,191 ) 59.7 ( 2,315 / 3,877 )
DEP+SRL-S 72.0 ( 2,274 / 3,158 ) 58.7 ( 2,274 / 3,877 )
DEP+SRL-T+SRL-S 76.4 ( 2,470 / 3,235 ) 63.7 ( 2,470 / 3,877 )
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location ↔ location, table 3.6 shows the performance of each method.
The proposed method improved performances of all named entity pairs
and was most effective for organization ↔ organization pair, Precision

by 16.6 points and Recall by 19.0 points.

3.3.3 Error Analysis

The above experiments showed that our proposed method based on
contextual features is effective in relation detection between named
entities. However, the experiments identified some challenging prob-
lems that need to be overcome to improve the method further. Here,
we elucidate the remaining problems by analyzing the two main types
of errors, which cover over 80% of the errors.

Definite anaphora

The proposed method did not detect semantically-related pairs liked
by definite nouns phrases, such as “shusho (the prime minister)” or
“shacho (the president)”. In English, definite nouns phrases are nouns
phrases with definite article. However, because there are no articles in
Japanese, we need to judge whether definite nouns phrase or not.

Topic segment

The proposed method detected un-semantically-related pairs appeared
in different topics in a document, such as “SPORT” and “ELECTION”.
When a pair appeared in different topics in a document, the pair must
not be semantically-related in almost all cases. Therefore the method
needs to judge topic segments in a document.

3.4. Conclusion

The relation detection task is detecting semantically-related pairs from
named entity pairs that co-occur in a given document. The previous
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work used two kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-based ones,
for example, the path of the given pair in the parse tree and the word
n-gram between named entities. They target only intra-sentential re-
lation detection in which named entity pairs are located in the same
sentence, in spite of the fact that about 43.6% of named entity pairs
with semantic relations are inter-sentential in Japanese documents.
Our proposed method is a supervised learning method using contex-
tual features for detecting a semantic relation between a given pair of
named entities, which may be located in different sentences. Our ex-
periments demonstrated that the method improves Precision by 11.3
points and Recall by 14.2 points and thus helps to detect semantically-
related pairs between named entities.
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RELATION EXPRESSION
RECOGNITION

4.1. Introduction

The relation expression recognition task is recognizing a relation ex-
pression that demonstrates the explicit relation between the semanti-
cally related pair co-occur in the document. For example, suppose we
would like to recognize a relation expression between a semantically re-
lated pair, [Ichiro Yamada2, Jiro Yamada3], in the following document.

document id = 002
Minshuto1-no Yamada Ichiro2-wa Yamada Jiro3-no ani4-desu.
( Ichiro Yamada2, the Democratic Party1, is Jiro Yamada3’s brother4. )

There are three candidates in this case, “the Democratic Party1”,
“brother4” and “None”. “None” means that there is no relation ex-
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pression in the document. From these candidates, “brother” should
be recognized as a relation expression between the given pair, [Ichiro
Yamada2, Jiro Yamada3].

In previous work, Banko and Etzioni (2008) proposed a supervised
learning method using conditional random fields to recognize a relation
expression from words located between a given pair. Zhu et al. (2009)
also proposed a bootstrapping method using Markov logic networks
to recognize a relation expression from words located between a given
pair. They designed the task as selecting relation expressions only from
the words between the given entities in the document. It is impractical
to apply previous methods to Japanese texts, because in our annotated
data described in Section 4.3.1 only 26% of relation expressions appear
between the pair. On the other hand, as far as English documents are
concerned, 86% of the relation expressions appear between the pair
(Banko and Etzioni, 2008).

To recognize relation expressions in Japanese documents, we de-
signed the task as selecting, from the entire document, a phrase (such
as noun phrase or verb phrase) that does not cross a bunsetsu bound-
ary and includes the relation expression that connects the given pair.
If a relation expression belongs to more than one bunsetsu, the phrase
that belongs to the last bunsetsu of the relation expression must be
selected. Although this condition creates the problem that the recog-
nized relation expression could be different from ones asserted in the
document, we consider that this problem will be solved by rule-based
post-processing using recognized relation expressions as clues. The
task also includes judging which named entity is the subject of the
relation expressions.

When recognizing a relation expression for a given named entity
pair in a given document we must consider two cases. One is that the
named entities appear in the same sentence, and the other is that they
appear in different sentences. In the former, the dependency struc-
ture of the sentence containing the pair can be used as an informative
feature. In the latter, the discourse structure of the document, the
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Figure 4.1. Examples of the same dependency structure, document id
= 006 and 007

structure across sentences, can be used even though it is less infor-
mative than the dependency structure. We assume that knowledge can
be acquired from the former case and then reused in the latter case as
informative features. In this thesis, we focus on the case in which the
named entities appear in the same sentence.

In a preliminary observation, we found that word-based features,
even syntactic ones, were rather infrequent in a number of samples.
For instance, the following two Japanese documents have the same
dependency structure, see Figure 4.1, and the same semantically re-
lated pair, [Osaka Fucho1, Suzuki3], but document ID = 006 contains
a relation expression (e.g. kacho2) while document ID = 007 does not.

document id = 006
Osaka Fucho1-no kacho2-no Suzuki3-san-wa yumei4-desu.
(Mr. Suzuki3, a manager2 of Osaka Prefectural Government1, is famous4.)

document id = 007
Osaka Fucho1-no somukyoku2-no Suzuki3-san-wa yumei4-desu.
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(Mr. Suzuki3, administration office2 in Osaka Prefectural Government1,

is famous4.s)

To solve the above problem, we propose a supervised learning method
using two kinds of external information about candidates acquired
from large text corpora automatically. One is lexical information with
selected nouns that indicate relations. The other is relation predicting
model which predicts present relations between named entities on the
basis of past relations of the pair.

4.2. Recognizing relation expressions

To recognize relation expressions for given pairs from Japanese doc-
uments, we need to select, from among all noun and verb phrases
that do not cross bunsetsu in a given text, the phrase that includes
the relation expression. Candidate phrases can lie in the same sen-
tence as the given pair (intra-sentential), or in another sentence (inter-
sentential). For example, the relation expression “taiketsu2” between
the pair [Tom5, Ken6] in the following document is inter-sentential.

document id = 008
Chumoku1-no taiketsu2-ga mamonaku3 hajimaru4. Tom5-to Ken6-
niyoru yume7-no kikaku8.
(The showcase1 match2 will start4 soon3. (It is) a dream7 event8 by Tom5

and Ken6.)

According to our annotated data (Japanese documents), 53.3% of
the semantically-related named entity pairs are intra-sentential and
11.9% are inter-sentential (See Section 4.3.1 for details). Thus, we
first attempt to select an intra-sentential phrase; if no such phrase
is found, we select inter-sentential phrases. As far as we know, our
work represents the first attempt to recognize inter-sentential relation
expressions in Japanese documents.

In this thesis, we propose a supervised learning method that uses
two novel features based on inherent clues of candidate words and a
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relation predicting model as well as structural features. These features
are organized into a tree structure and are fed into a boosting-based
classification algorithm (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2004). In the classifica-
tion, to judge which named entity is the subject, X, of relation expres-
sions, we classify a tree structure by two models, one model treats the
first named entity of the pair as the subject, and the other model treats
the second named entity as the subject. The highest-scoring phrase is
then selected if the score exceeds a given threshold. Finally, the word
sequence in the selected phrase excluding functional words is output
as the relation expression of the given entity pair.

The method consists of four parts: preprocessing (POS tagging and
dependency parsing), feature extraction, classification, and selection.
In this section, we describe the idea behind using our two novel fea-
tures and how they are implemented so as to recognize the relation ex-
pressions of given pairs. We start by describing our proposed method’s
conventional features.

4.2.1 Conventional Features

Dependency Structure

To recognize the intra-sentential relation expression for a given pair,
we assume that there is a domain independent extraction pattern of
dependency structure that consists of given entities and their relation
expression. For example, there is an extraction pattern that sets a re-
lation expression, “ani4”, as the common parent bunsetsu of the given
pair, [Yamada Ichiro2, Yamada Jiro3], for the Japanese document, id =
002. Figure 4.2 (a) shows the dependency structure of the sentence.

To discover the extraction patterns, for each candidate, we make a
minimal tree that consists of given entities and the candidate where
each bunsetsu is represented by the node “Bunsetsu” having child
nodes with case marker “CM”, dependency type “DT”, an entity class,
and the string “STR” and POS of the candidate (See Figure 4.2 (b)).
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Figure 4.2. (a) The dependency structure and (b) the intra-
sentential feature tree of X=“Yamada Ichiro2”, Y =“Yamada Jiro3”, and
Candidate=“ani4” in the document, id = 002.

Discourse Structure

Suppose that the relation expression between named entity pair lies
in a different sentence from the pair, we must address two cases of
relation expressions. One case is that the relation expressions lie in a
sentence that precedes the one holding the entity pair, and the other
case is that the relation expressions lie in a following sentence. In the
latter case, to extract relation expressions for a given pair, we need to
use information to show the given pair is referential from the context
in which the relation expressions appear. This information is often
used in the research of predicate argument analysis. For example, the
Salient Referent List (SRL) (Nariyama, 2002) was proposed to identify
the antecedent of (zero) pronouns, and shows the discourse structure
of texts in conformance to the centering theory (Grosz et al., 1983).
In the former case, there are examples in which the sentence that
holds the entity pair is missing the relation expression due to ellipsis
or coreferencing. For example, in the document, ID = 008, the relation
expressions of the given pair are missing from the sentence holding
the named entities, because noun “kikaku8” is coreferred from relation
expression “taiketsu2” in a previous sentence.
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Figure 4.3. (a) The salient referent list and (b) the inter-sentential fea-
ture tree of X=“Tom5”, Y =“Ken6”, and candidate=“taiketsu2” in the doc-
ument, id = 008.

To recognize the relation expressions for a given pair, we need to use
information that can show that the relation expression is referential
from the context of the named entities. We consider that the same
information as the latter case, SRL, can also be used in the former
case.

Given a document and a target position, SRL identifies which phrases
are referential in the context of the target position. For example, given
a document, id = 008, and target position “Ken6”, SRL outputs the dis-
course structure shown in Figure 4.3 (a). In Figure 4.3 (a), the depth
of the tree represents the referential degree of phrases for each case
marker in the context in which the root phrase appears in a document,
for example, for case marker “others”, phrase “Tom5” is more referential
than “Chumoku1” in the context of the appearance of “Ken6”.

Using this discourse structure and the following preference rule of
case marker, phrases are sorted in order of referential degree, 1:“taiketsu2”,
2:“Tom5”, 3:“Chumoku1”.

• Topicalized Subject (wa) > Subject (ga) > Indirect Object (ni) >

Object (o) > Others

To recognize the inter-sentential relation expression for a given pair,
we assume that there is a domain independent extraction pattern of
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discourse structure that consists of given entities and their relation
expression. For example, in the context that one entity, Y = “Ken6”, is
appeared in the document id = 008, the other entity, X = “Tom5”, and
the relation expression, R = “taiketsu2” are referential in discourse.

SRL is an empirical sorting rule proposed to identify the antecedent
of (zero) pronouns (Nariyama, 2002), and Hirano et al. (2007) proposed
a way of applying SRL to relation detection. In this work, we adopt
their approach and use SRL to recognize inter-sentential relation ex-
pressions.

We apply SRL to each candidate as follows. First, from the given
entities and the candidate, we choose the one that appears last in the
documents as the root of the tree. We then use the following rules
to append noun phrases from the chosen one to the beginning of the
document (not across bunsetsu boundaries), to the tree according to
case markers, “wa” (Topicalized Subject), “ga” (Subject), “ni” (Indirect
Object), “o” (Object), and “others”. If there are nodes of the same case
marker already in the tree, the noun phrase is appended as a child
of their leaf node. In other cases, the noun phrase is appended as a
child of the root node. For example, we create the SRL shown in Fig-
ure 4.3 (a) for the given entity pair, X = “Tom5” and Y = “Ken6”, and
the candidate, “taiketsu2”, in the document, id = 008. First, from X =
“Tom5”, Y = “Ken6”, or “taiketsu2”, we choose Y = “Ken6” that appears
last in the document as the root node. Next, from “Ken6” to the begin-
ning of the document, “Tom5” is appended with case marker ”others”
as a child of the root node, “taiketsu2” is appended with case marker
“ga” as a child of the root node, and “Chumoku1” is appended with case
marker “others” as a child of “Tom5”. Note that the other phrases, such
as “mamonaku3” or “hajimaru4”, are not appended to the tree because
they are not noun phrases.

To discover the extraction patterns of SRL structure, we make a
minimal tree that consists of given entities and the candidate, where
each phrase is represented by the case marker “CM”, an entity class,
and the string “STR” and POS of the candidate (See Figure 4.3 (b)).
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Figure 4.4. The inter-sentential feature tree of X=“Tom5”, Y =“Ken6”,
and candidate=“hajimaru4” in the document, id = 008.

This approach can only create feature trees of the candidate noun
phrases, which are appended to the SRL. For the candidate verb phrases,
we make different feature trees from those of the candidate noun phrases
using both SRL and dependency structures. We assume that the verb
phrases that have referential noun phrases, as parent or child, in a
dependency structure must be referential too. Thus, candidate verb
phrases are appended as descendents of these noun phrases that are
in the SRL using the syntactic representation of “parent” and “child”
in the feature tree. For example, given the entity pair, X = “Tom5” and
Y = “Ken6”, and the candidate, “hajimaru4” in the document, id = 008,
we make the feature tree shown in Figure 4.4 using the dependency
structure, “hajimaru4” has child node “taiketsu2”, which places it in
the SRL.
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4.2.2 Proposed Features

To solve the problems described in Section 4.1, we propose features
based on the inherent clues of words and a relation predicting model
for recognizing intra-sentential or inter-sentential relation expressions.

Inherent Feature

Some words express the relationships between named entities but some
do not. For example, the word “mother” suggests a relationship, but
the word “car” does not. A list of words that can express relationships
between named entities would be useful for recognizing the relation
expression of a given pair. As far as we know, however, no such list
exists in Japanese. Thus, we estimate which words are able to express
relationships between named entities. Here, we assume that all verbs
are able to express relationships, and accordingly we focus on nouns.

When relation expression R of entity pair X and Y is a noun, it
is possible to say “Y is R of X” or “Y is X ’s R”. Here, we say that
noun R takes argument X. In linguistics, this kind of noun is called
a relational noun. Grammatically speaking, a relational noun is used
to describe relationships just as prepositions do, because its meaning
describes a “relation” rather than a “thing”. To estimate which nouns
are able to express relationships between named entities, we use the
distribution characteristic of relational nouns. In linguistics, many re-
searchers have described the relationship between possessives and re-
lational nouns (Barker, 2008). Based on these observations, we use the
knowledge found in Tanaka et al. (1999) which states that for patterns
“B of A” or “A’s B”, if word B is a relational noun, the corresponding
word A belongs to a certain semantic category. In contrast, if word B

is not a relational noun, the word A belongs to many semantic cate-
gories. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of the semantic categories of
“mother” and “car” acquired in the following way.

First, we acquired A and B using the patterns “A no B”1 from a large

1“B of A” or “A’s B” in English.
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Figure 4.5. Distribution of semantic category of “mother” (left) and
“car” (right).

Japanese corpus, and then mapped each A into semantic categories C=
{ c1, c2, · · · , cm } using a Japanese lexicon (Ikehara et al., 1999). Next,
for each B, we calculated agglomeration score Hc(B) using the seman-
tic category of corresponding words A. When corresponding words A

are mapped to i semantic categories, i > 1, we counted all mapped
semantic categories as 1/i. Finally, we estimated whether a word is
a relational noun by using k-NN estimation with positive and negative
examples. The result, inherent feature, “Inh:1” shows that it is a rela-
tional noun while “Inh:0” shows that it is not. In both cases, the result
is appended to the feature tree as a child of the candidate node (See
Figure 4.2 (b), 4.3 (b), or 4.4).

Hc(B) = −
∑
c∈C

P (c|B) logm P (c|B)

where

P (c|B) =
freq(c, B)

freq(B)

In our experiments, we acquired 55,412,811 pairs of A and B from
1,698,798 newspaper articles and 10,499,468 weblogs, which were ob-
tained by a web crawler from July 1, 2004 to Jun 30, 2006. As training
data, we used the relation expressions in a training corpus as positive
examples and the rest words as negative examples. Then, 446,010
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Table 4.1. The evaluation result of the estimation over 400 nouns.
Accuracy [%] Precision [%] Recall [%]

81.0 ( 324/400 ) 71.0 ( 82/116 ) 66.0 ( 82/124 )

nouns were estimated as to whether they were relational nouns or not.
Table 4.1 shows the evaluation result of the estimation over 400 nouns
that were randomly selected. Accuracy of the estimation is 81.0%, pre-
cision is 71.0% and recall is 66.0%. For example, the following re-
lational nouns were correctly estimated, “husband”, “wife”, “mother”,
“brother”, “president”, “employee”, “fellow”, “partner”, and “rival”.

Relation Predicting Model

There are a number of relationships that typically change as time
passes, such as “dating” ⇒ “engagement” ⇒ ‘marriage” between peo-
ple. For instance, if the past relationships of a given pair are “dating”
and “engagement” and one candidate is “marriage”, “marriage” would
be predicted as the relation expression of the given pair. Therefore,
the past relations of the given entity pair and the typical relationship
changes that occur over time would be useful in recognizing the rela-
tion expression of a given pair.

In this thesis, we represent the typical relationship changes that
occur over time by the simple relational trigger model, PT (rn|rm). Note
that rm is a past relation and rn is a relation that changes over time
from rm. To make the trigger model, we automatically extracted re-
lation information [X, Y , R, D] from newspaper articles and weblog
texts that had time stamps of document creation. Using this relation
information with time stamps for each entity pair, we sorted the rela-
tions in order of time and counted the pairs of present and previous
relations. Here, pairs whose present and previous relations occur on
the same date were not counted. For example, if we extract “dating”
for an entity pair on January 10, 1998, “engagement” on February 15,
2001, and “marriage” on December 24, 2001, the pairs 〈rm = dating, rn
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Table 4.2. Examples of calculated relational trigger model between
entity classes.

Entity Class rm rn PT (rn|rm) Count(rm, rn)
person dating 0.050 102

l dating marriage 0.050 101
person engagement 0.040 82
person marriage 0.157 786

l engagement engagement 0.065 325
person wedding 0.055 276
person president 0.337 17,081

l vice president vice president 0.316 16,056
organization CEO 0.095 4,798
organization alliance 0.058 8,358

l alliance accommodated 0.027 3,958
organization acquisition 0.027 3,863

location mutual consultation 0.022 2,670
l neighbour support 0.015 1,792

location visit 0.012 1,492
location war 0.077 78,170

l war mutual consultation 0.015 15,337
location support 0.010 10,226

= engagement〉, 〈rm = dating, rn = marriage〉, and 〈rm = engagement, rn

= marriage〉 are counted. The counted score is then summed in terms
of entity class pairs and the trigger model is calculated by the following
formula.

PT (rn|rm) =
Count(rm, rn)∑
rn

Count(rm, rn)

For the experiments, we extracted relation information by named
entity recognition (Suzuki et al., 2006), relation detection (Hirano et
al., 2007), and the proposed method based on the inherent feature
described before in this section. A total of 10,463,232 relation infor-
mation were extracted from 8,320,042 newspaper articles and weblog
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texts with time stamps made between January 1, 1991 and June 30,
2006 sourced from Mainichi newspaper and crawled newspaper arti-
cles and weblog texts. As examples of the calculated relational trigger
model, Table 4.2 shows the top three relations, rn, of several relations,
rm, for Japanese standard named entity classes defined in the IREX
workshop2. For instance, given the pair person and organization, the
relationship “vice president” is most likely to be replaced, over time,
by the relationship “president”. For our aim, to use the knowledge ob-
tained for recognizing relation expressions in a document, we consider
that the relational trigger model would be useful.

To obtain the past relationships of a given pair in the input doc-
ument, we again used the relation information with time stamps ex-
tracted as above. The only relations we used as past relations, Rm =
{rm1 , rm2 , · · · , rmk

}, are those of a given pair whose time stamps are older
than the input document. Finally, the following formula selects the
maximum probability from those calculated from past relationships
Rm and the trigger model PT (rn|rm).

PT (rn|Rm) ' max {PT (rn|rm1), PT (rn|rm2), · · · , PT (rn|rmk)}

Using this calculated probability, we ranked candidates and ap-
pended the rank “RPMrank” and the probability score “RPMprob” to the
feature tree as a child of the candidate node (See Figure 4.2 (b), 4.3 (b),
or 4.4). For example, if the past relationships were “dating” and “en-
gagement” and candidates are “marriage”, “engagement”, “meeting’, or
“eating”, the candidates were ranked in terms of probability as “mar-
riage” (RPMprob : 0.15, RPMrank : 1), “engagement” (RPMprob : 0.06, RPMrank

: 2), etc.
To investigate the performance of the relation predicting model, we

calculated test set perplexity per relation expression of the model. We
randomly divided the extracted 10,463,232 relations in half to create
training and test sets. We used the training set to calculate the re-

2http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/irex/
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lational trigger model3. Finally, we calculated test set perplexity, PP ,
with the following formula. Note that Rm is a set of past relations of rn.

PP = 2H

where

H = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

log2 PT (rn|Rm)

The perplexity score of the relation predicting model was 14.483
over 1,961,374 relation expressions that have past relations in the test
set. For comparison, we also calculated the perplexity of a unigram
model, PU(r), which is the probability of occurrence in the training set.

PU(r) =
freq(r)∑
r freq(r)

The perplexity score of the unigram model was 856.316 over 1,961,374
relation expressions, which are the same relation expressions as those
above. These results support our assumption that there are a number
of relationships that typically change as time passes.

4.2.3 Classification Algorithms

The fundamental idea is to use structural information of texts to dis-
cover domain independent extraction patterns. Thus, we use structure-
based learning algorithms that have good reported performance from
among several learning algorithms that use structural information,
such as Tree kernel (Collins and Duffy, 2002), HDAG kernel (Suzuki et
al., 2003), or boosting-based algorithm (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2004).
The experiments tested Kudo and Matsumoto’s boosting-based algo-
rithm using sub-trees as features; it has comparatively short learning
times and has been implemented as a BACT system.

3In calculating perplexity, to solve the zero frequency problem, we did linear
smoothing with an incoming unigram model, PU (r), whose weight was 0.9 vs. 0.1.
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Given a set of training examples, each of which is represented as a
tree labeling whether the candidate is the relation expression of a given
pair or not, the BACT system learns a set of rules that is effective in
classification. Then, given a test instance, the BACT system classifies
it using the set of learned rules.

In the classification, to judge which named entity is the subject,
X, of candidate relation expressions, we classify a test instance by a
model that treats the first named entity of the pair as the subject, and
a model treats the second named entity as the subject.

4.3. Experiments

We conducted experiments using texts from Japanese newspaper arti-
cles and weblog texts to test the proposed method against both intra-
and inter-sentential tasks. In the experiments, we compared the fol-
lowing methods:

Conventional Feature: trained by features based on dependency struc-
ture for intra-sentential, and discourse structure for inter-sentential
tasks.

Inherent Feature: trained by Conventional Feature plus the feature
based on inherent clues of candidate words.

Past Relations Feature: trained by Inherent Feature plus features based
on past relations with a cache model (Kuhn and Mori, 1990). We
evaluated this method to provide a reference for Relation Predict-
ing Feature, i.e. to show the effectiveness of using relationships
that change over time. The cache model is a way to use past re-
lationships without considering relational change in which prob-
ability of occurrence in past relations, PC(r), calculated by the fol-
lowing formula. Note that CountPR(r) is a number of occurrence
in the past relations.
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PC(r) =
CountPR(r)∑
r CountPR(r)

The rank, based on the candidate probability, was appended to
every candidate feature tree. In the example mentioned in 4.2.2,
if the past relationships were “dating” and “engagement” and can-
didates are “marriage”, “engagement”, “meeting’, or “eating”, the
candidates were ranked in terms of probability as “engagement”
(PRprob : 0.50, PRrank : 1), “marriage” (PRprob : 0.00, PRrank : 2), etc.

Relation Predicting Feature: trained by Inherent Feature plus the fea-
ture based on a relation predicting model.

4.3.1 Settings

We took 6,200 documents from Japanese newspapers and weblogs
dated from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2006, which were obtained
by a web crawler, and manually annotated the relation expressions
between named entities for experimental purposes. The named entity
pairs targeted in this data were person ↔ person, person ↔ organi-
zation, person ↔ location, organization ↔ organization, organization
↔ location, and location ↔ location. In the texts, a total of 17,228
semantically related pairs had already been annotated, so we gave
annotators the instruction, “Select any phrase that does not cross a
bunsetsu boundary that contains words that express a relationship
between the given pair. If a relation expression belongs to more than
one bunsetsu, select the phrase that belongs to the last bunsetsu of
the relation expression. After selecting a phrase, judge which named
entity is the subject, X, of the selected phrase.” In the data, there were
total of 715,655 candidate phrases for 17,228 entity pairs. This means
that annotators were selecting phrases from 41.54 phrases on average
for each pair.

To investigate inter-annotator agreement, two people annotated 15,005
pairs, a subset of 17,228 pairs. Table 4.3 shows the result. The agree-
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Table 4.3. The inter-annotator agreement of 15,005 named entity
pairs, Match.

Match [%]
person ↔ person 84.9 ( 3,455 / 4,069 )
person ↔ organization 89.1 ( 2,543 / 2,853 )
person ↔ location 88.7 ( 1,814 / 2,044 )

organization ↔ organization 83.7 ( 1,290 / 1,541 )
organization ↔ location 88.2 ( 1,229 / 1,393 )

location ↔ location 86.8 ( 2,696 / 3,105 )
Total 86.8 ( 13,027 / 15,005 )

Table 4.4. The inter-annotator agreement of 15,005 named entity
pairs, Precision and Recall.

Precision [%] Recall [%]
person ↔ person 81.7 ( 2,344 / 2,825 ) 82.5 ( 2,344 / 2,841 )
person ↔ organization 86.5 ( 1,409 / 1,628 ) 84.4 ( 1,409 / 1,669 )
person ↔ location 87.5 ( 949 / 1,085 ) 82.2 ( 949 / 1,155 )

organization ↔ organization 85.8 ( 980 / 1,142 ) 80.9 ( 980 / 1,211 )
organization ↔ location 84.8 ( 540 / 637 ) 79.8 ( 540 / 677 )

location ↔ location 83.0 ( 1,523 / 1,834 ) 84.0 ( 1,523 / 1,814 )
Total 84.2 ( 7,745 / 9,194 ) 82.7 ( 7,745 / 9,367 )

ment of the two annotators was about 86.8% (13,027/15,005). We
also calculated precision and recall by assuming that the annotated
data produced by person A was the answer, the data produced by per-
son B the system; precision was 84.2% and recall was 82.7% (Table
4.4). The inter-annotator agreement is high as seen above, so we use
the annotated data produced by a single person in the experiments.

Table 4.5 shows details of the annotated data produced by a sin-
gle person for a total of 17,228 entity pairs. relation expressions of
9,178 pairs appeared in the same sentence with the pair, while those
of 2,058 pairs appeared in different sentences. The remaining pairs
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Table 4.5. Details of the annotated data
# %

Explicit
Intra-sentential 9,178 53.3
Inter-sentential 2,058 11.9

Implicit 5,992 34.8
Total 17,228

had no explicit relation expressions. This means that 11,236 phrases
were selected out of 715,655 candidate phrases. We used the selected
phrases as positive examples and the rest phrases as negative exam-
ples. In the intra-sentential experiment, 17,228 entity pairs were given,
but only 9,178 of them had relation expressions. In contrast, in the
inter-sentential experiment, 8,050 entity pairs (not intra-sentential)
were given, and only 2,058 of them had relation expressions.

We conducted five-fold cross-validation over 17,228 entity pairs so
that sets of pairs from a single text were not divided into the train-
ing and test sets. In the experiments, all features were automatically
acquired using a Japanese POS tagger (Fuchi and Takagi, 1998) and
dependency parser (Imamura et al., 2007).

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the performance of each method for intra-
sentential and inter-sentential extraction. Precision is defined as the
percentage of correct relation expressions out of all those extracted.
Recall is the percentage of correct relation expressions out of the man-
ual annotation results. The F measure is the harmonic mean of preci-
sion and recall. To examine the statistical significance of the results,
we used McNemar’s paired test, a variant of the sign test, to assess the
extraction disagreement. The tables also include the results of signifi-
cance tests.
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Table 4.6. Results of intra-sentential, Precision, Recall, F .

Feature Precision [%] Recall [%] F

Conventional 63.5 ( 3,436 / 5,411 ) 37.4 ( 3,436 / 9,178 ) 47.1
+Inherent 67.2 ( 4,036 / 6,001 ) 43.9 ( 4,036 / 9,178 ) 53.1
++Past Relations 67.5 ( 4,042 / 5,987 ) 44.0 ( 4,042 / 9,178 ) 53.3
++Relation Predicting 70.7 ( 4,462 / 6,314 ) 48.6 ( 4,462 / 9,178 ) 57.6∗

We used McNemar’s paired test to assess extraction disagreement. Underlined
results indicate that there is a significant difference (p < 0.01) against the Con-
ventional Feature. If results are significantly better (p < 0.01) against the Inherent
Feature, the results are marked by an asterisk.

Table 4.7. Results of inter-sentential, Precision, Recall, F .
Feature Precision [%] Recall [%] F

Conventional 70.1 ( 579 / 825 ) 28.1 ( 579 / 2,058 ) 40.1
+Inherent 77.1 ( 719 / 932 ) 34.9 ( 719 / 2,058 ) 48.0
++Past Relations 74.3 ( 732 / 985 ) 35.5 ( 732 / 2,058 ) 48.1
++Relation Predicting 75.3 ( 795 / 1,056 ) 38.6 ( 795 / 2,058 ) 51.1∗

We used McNemar’s paired test to assess extraction disagreement. Underlined
results indicate that there is a significant difference (p < 0.01) against the
Conventional Feature. If results are significantly better (p < 0.01) against the
Inherent Feature, the results are marked by an asterisk.

Effects of Inherent Feature

Comparing the Conventional Features to Inherent Features for intra-
/inter-sentential tasks indicates that the proposed method based on
inherent clues of words improved intra-sentential task performance, F ,
by 6.0 points and inter-sentential task performance, F , by 7.9 points.
The significance tests showed the effectiveness of the proposed method
(in both tasks, p < 0.01). The proposed method correctly recognized the
relation expressions of 1,664 pairs that the Conventional Feature could
not. For example, “naiyashu2” was estimated as a relational noun and
was correctly recognized as the relation expression between the pair,
X = “Taigasu1” and Y = “Tanaka3”, in the document, id = 009, by the
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proposed method; the Conventional one erroneously recognized “ha-
ppyo5-shita”.

document id = 009
Taigasu1-wa naiyashu2-no Tanaka3-ga intai4-suru-to happyo5-shita.
(The Tigers1 announced5 that infielder2 Tanaka3 would retire4.)

This result supports our idea that it is useful to accumulate the
words that inherently express relationships for recognizing relation ex-
pressions between named entities.

Effects of Relation Predicting Model

Comparing Inherent Feature to Relation Predicting Feature showed
that the proposed method, which is based on a relation predicting
model, improved intra-/inter-sentential task performance by 4.5 and
3.1 points, respectively. Significance tests also showed the effective-
ness of the proposed method (in both tasks, p < 0.01). The proposed
method correctly recognized relation expressions of 1,075 pairs that
the Inherent Feature could not. For example, “kantoku4” was correctly
recognized as the relation expression for the pair, X = “Taigasu1” and
Y = “Okada3”, in the document, id = 010, by the proposed method; the
Inherent one erroneously recognized “ninmei6-shita”. In this example,
the past relationships of the pair were Rm = kochi (a coach) so the prob-
ability ranking was PT (“kantoku4”|Rm) = 0.75, PT (“ninmei6-shita”|Rm) =
0.00.

document id = 010
Taigasu1-wa Mayumi2-o Okada3 kantoku4-no konin5-ni ninmei6-
shita.
(Tigers1 appointed6 Mayumi2 to be the successor5 to Manager4 Okada3.)

To show the effects of using typical relationships that change over
time, we also used Past Relations Feature for comparison. Tables 4.6
and 4.7 show that the Relation Predicting Feature performed better
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than the Past Relations one. The significance tests showed that there
was a significant difference between the methods. The reason for the
superior performance of Relation Predicting Feature is that the pro-
posed method correctly recognized the relation expressions that did
not appear in the past relations of a given pair.

Thus, we can conclude that using the past relations between a given
pair and typical relationships that change over time will help to recog-
nize relation expressions between named entities. We also found that
there are no significant differences in accuracy between Inherent Fea-
ture and Past Relations features (p > 0.2).

4.3.3 Error Analysis

The above experiments showed that our proposed features, which are
based on the inherent clues of candidate words and a relation pre-
dicting model, are effective in recognizing relation expressions between
named entities. However, the experiments identified some challeng-
ing problems that need to be overcome to improve the method further.
Here, we elucidate the remaining problems by analyzing the two main
types of errors.

Recognized Errors

In 1,852 instances, the method output the wrong relation expressions.
Most errors occurred when the named entities were widely separated
in the dependency structure. For example, in the document, id =
011, “tsuma3” is the correct relation expression between the pair, X =
“Suzuki1” and Y = “Masako4”. However, the method recognized “hakken6”
even the system knew the relational noun “tsuma3”.

document id = 011
Suzuki1-san-no ie2-de tsuma3-no Masako4-san-ga noto5-o hakken6.
(At Suzuki1’s house2, (his) wife3, Masako4, found6 a note5.)
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To solve this problem, the method needs to take into account of
clues to find the arguments of relational nouns (e.g.“tsuma3”), which
are different from the clues that allow us to find the arguments of
verbs.

Recognition Failure

In 3,598 instances, the method output no relation expressions. The
main cause of this failure was that the sentence holding the named
entities had no verb. For example, in the document, id = 012, “enjiru5”
is the correct relation expression between the pair, X = “Satoko7” and
Y = “Jane8”.

documet id = 012
Atarashii1 dorama2-dewa Hide3-ga Tom4-o enjiru5.
Soshite6 Satoko7-ga Jane8-o.
(In a new1 drama2, Hide3 performs5 Tom4. And6 Satoko7 (does) Jane8.)

In this example, the relation expression was not present in sen-
tence holding named entities. One solution is to identify the missing
verb; a task that remains rather difficult. We also found that some
pairs co-occur in a document and tend to share the same relationship.
Therefore, recognizing relation expressions of given pairs from a sin-
gle document at the same time would improve the performance of the
method.

4.4. Related Work

Recently, open information extraction, a novel domain-independent ex-
traction paradigm, has been suggested (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006;
Banko and Etzioni, 2008).

Several clustering-based methods have been proposed to extract
semantically-related named entity pairs, X and Y , and their relation
expressions, R, from a large corpus in structured form [X, Y , R] with-
out predefined relations (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Shinyama and Sekine,
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2006; Bollegala et al., 2010). These methods extract multiple words
around named entities in a document as features and cluster named
entity pairs based on distributional similarity of the features. The
methods output named entity pairs belonging to the same clusters that
have the same relations. They also output key features of the cluster as
relation expressions. These clustering-based methods extract relations
between named entities from a corpus rather than a document.

Several methods have been introduced to extract relation expres-
sions, R, between a named entity pair, X and Y , from a given docu-
ment, D, in structured form [X, Y , R, D] without predefined relations
(Banko and Etzioni, 2008; Zhu et al., 2009). The idea of these methods
is to discover domain independent extraction patterns.

Banko proposed a self-supervised learning method using condi-
tional random fields to extract a relation expression from words located
between a given pair (Banko and Etzioni, 2008). Zhu proposed a boot-
strapping method using Markov logic networks to extract a relation
expression from words located between a given pair (Zhu et al., 2009).
The point of these methods is that they use word-based features to
discover domain independent extraction patterns.

Our method also extracts relation expressions between a given named
entity pair from a given text and solves the problem that structural in-
formation of texts is rather infrequent in a number of samples by using
not only the structural information of texts but also inherent clues of
candidate words and the relation predicting model.

4.5. Conclusion

The relation expression recognition task is recognizing a relation ex-
pression that demonstrates the explicit relation between the semanti-
cally related pair co-occur in the document. In a preliminary obser-
vation, we found that word-based features, even syntactic ones, were
rather infrequent in a number of samples. To solve the above problem,
we propose a supervised learning method using two kinds of external
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information about candidates acquired from large text corpora auto-
matically. One is lexical information with selected nouns that indicate
relations. The other is relation predicting model which predicts present
relations between named entities on the basis of past relations of the
pair. Our experiments demonstrated that the method improves the F

measure by 10.5 points in the intra-sentential task and 11.0 points in
the inter-sentential task, and thus helps to recognize relation expres-
sions between named entities.
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RELATION ESTIMATION

5.1. Introduction

The relation estimation task is estimating the relationship that exists
between the semantically related pair that has an implicit relation. The
task also includes judging which named entity is the subject of the
relation. For example, suppose we would like to estimate a relationship
between a semantically related pair, [Minshuto1, Ichiro Yamada2], in
the following document.

document id = 002
Minshuto1-no Yamada Ichiro2-wa Yamada Jiro3-no ani4-desu.
( Ichiro Yamada2, the Democratic Party1, is Jiro Yamada3’s brother4. )

However there are no relation expressions in the document between
the pair, [Minshuto1, Ichiro Yamada2], the implicit relation “member”
should be estimated. Then, “Ichiro Yamada2” should be judged as
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the subject of the relation “member”. As a result, relation informa-
tion [Ichiro Yamada2, Minshuto1, member, 002] is extracted from the
document, id = 002. Note that the implicit relation can be read from
a given document. So, even people know the pair has a relationship
“president”, the relationship should not be estimated when the rela-
tionship can not be read from the document. In other words, implicit
relations can be read from the document without real world knowledge.

In previous work, several supervised approaches using similarity
of noun phrases were proposed to estimate implicit relations between
noun phrases (Shimazu et al., 1986; Kurohashi and Sakai, 1999; Sriku-
mar et al., 2008). The idea of these methods is that similar noun phrase
pairs have the same relations. There are many related work (Lin and
Pantel, 2001; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter et
al., 2010) based on the idea and they proposed several similarity mea-
sures of named entity pairs, such as DIRT and LinkLDA, on the basis
of extracted huge relation information.

However, these similarity measures were rather infrequent in case
of ambiguous named entities because they actually use only a named
entity in the pair to disambiguate the other named entity. For example,
suppose we would like to estimate the implicit relation between the
pair, [Nihon2, Kankoku3], in the following document.

document id = 012
World Baseball Classic1-no Nihon2Kankoku3-ga tanoshimi4-desu.
(I) am excited4 about Japan1 (versus) Republic of Korea2 in World
Baseball Classic1.

Nihon2 and Kankoku3 are ambiguous named entities, which are ba-
sically assigned to locations by following the definition of the IREX
workshop1.

However, in the above document, these named entities are sport
teams. With similarity measures of named entity pairs on the basis
of relation information, it is difficult to assign these named entities to

1http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/irex/
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sport teams. Then relation estimation system outputs the incorrect
implicit relation such as Located which is the most frequent relation
type between location and location.

To solve the problem, we propose the similarity measure combining
similarity of named entity pairs and similarity of document in which
the pair appeared. In the above example, the topic of the document
is easily found as SPORT using entire words in the document, such
as “Baseball”. In our proposed method, using this combined similar-
ity measure, we estimate the implicit relation with k-nearest neighbor.
First, the method is finding the nearest k examples from labeled data
to a given pair. Then, the system outputs the most frequent relation in
selected examples as implicit relation between a given pair.

5.2. Related work

Several supervised approaches using similarity of noun phrases have
been proposed to estimate implicit relations between noun phrases to
date (Shimazu et al., 1986; Kurohashi and Sakai, 1999; Srikumar et
al., 2008). As implicit relation types, Shimazu et al. (1986) defined
about 80 relation types, such as possession, whole-part, purpose or
instruments. While, Kurohashi and Sakai (1999) defined only five re-
lation types, such as obligate cases or possession. Even though defini-
tions of implicit relation types vary, the common idea of these methods
is that similar noun phrase pairs have the same relations. For in-
stance, Kurohashi and Sakai (1999) first identified the class of noun
phrases using a thesaurus and then estimated implicit relation types
between pairs of identified classes.

To calculate similarity of named entities, several similarity mea-
sures of named entities have been proposed (Lin and Pantel, 2001;
Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2010), such
as DIRT and LinkLDA, on the basis of extracted explicit relations for
the purpose of paraphrasing or selectional preference. As the similarity
measure of named entities, the state-of-the-art similarity measure was
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proposed by Ritter et al. (2010) with LinkLDA framework.
Ritter et al. (2010) presents a series of topic models for the task of

computing selectional preferences. These models vary in the amount of
independence they assume between X and Y . At one extreme is Inde-
pendentLDA, a model which assumes that both X and Y are generated
completely independently. On the other hand, JointLDA, the model at
the other extreme assumes both arguments of a specific extraction are
generated based on a single hidden variable Z. LinkLDA lies between
these two extremes and LinkLDA was reported as the best model for
extracted relation information. Comparing JointLDA and LinkLDA, in-
stead of imposing a hard constraint that z1 = z2 in JointLDA, LinkLDA
simply assigns a higher probability to states in which z1 = z2, because
both hidden variables are drawn from the same (sparse) distribution
θr.

5.3. Estimating Implicit Relations between
Named Entities

To estimate implicit relations between named entities, our proposed
method employs the framework of k-nearest neighbor to use the idea
of the previous work that similar noun phrase pairs have the same
relations. The method, first, finds the nearest k examples from labeled
data to a given pair using similarity measure. In order to judge which
named entity is the subject, X, of relations, we calculate two kinds of
similarities: one similarity is the first named entity of the pair as the
subject, and the other is the second named entity as the subject. Then,
the system outputs the most frequent relation in selected examples as
implicit relation between a given pair.

For example, given a pair, [Nihon2, Kankoku3] in the document, id =
012, the method finds the nearest k examples from labeled data to the
given pair using the novel similarity measure. Suppose that following
examples are selected when k = 3: [Japan, Canada, opposition, XXX]
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(Nihon2 is subject), [Tigers, Giants, opposition, YYY] (Nihon2 is sub-
ject) and [Tokyo, Japan, located, ZZZ] (Kankoku3 is subject). Then, the
most frequent relation, “opposition”, in the examples as implicit rela-
tion between the pair, and “Nihon2” is judged as the subject of the rela-
tion. As a result, the system outputs the relation information [Nihon2,
Kankoku3, opposition, 012].

The point of the method is how to calculate the similarity measure
between a given pair and labeled examples. In this thesis, we propose
a novel similarity measure combining similarity of named entity pairs
and similarity of document in which the pair appeared.

In this section, we describe the proposed similarity measure, a com-
bination of two similarity measures based on Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA). As the similarity measure of named entities, we use the
state-of-the-art similarity measure proposed by Ritter et al. (2010) as
the basis of relation information with LinkLDA. In addition to, as the
similarity measure of documents, we use a similarity measure pro-
posed by Blei et al. (2003) with LDA. We start by describing the simi-
larity measure of documents with LDA.

5.3.1 Similarity of documents

To calculate the similarity of documents, our proposed method employs
LDA model (Blei et al., 2003), a kind of topic model, which has reported
good performance on collaborative filtering or Document classification.

The LDA model is represented as a probabilistic graphical model
in Figure 5.1. There are three levels to the LDA representation. The
parameters α and β are corpus-level parameters, assumed to be sam-
pled once in the process of generating a corpus. The variables θd are
document-level variables, sampled once per document. Finally, the
variables Zdn and Wdn are word-level variables and are sampled once
for each word in each document.

It is important to distinguish LDA from a simple Dirichlet multino-
mial clustering model. A classical clustering model would involve a
two-level model in which a Dirichlet is sampled once for a corpus, a
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α

β

wθ z N M

Figure 5.1. Graphical model representation of LDA. The boxes are
“plates” representing replicates. The outer plate represents documents,
while the inner plate represents the repeated choice of topics and words
within a document.

multinomial clustering variable is selected once for each document in
the corpus, and a set of words are selected for the document condi-
tioned on the cluster variable. As with many clustering models, such a
model restricts a document to be associated with a single topic. LDA,
on the other hand, involves three levels, and notably the topic node
is sampled repeatedly within the document. Under this model, docu-
ments can be associated with multiple topics.

As a similarity measure of documents, we use Jensen Shannon Di-
vergence between the topic distributions of documents. Jensen Shan-
non Divergence is an information-theoretic measure of the similarity
between two probability distributions, and defined as follows.

JS(P ||Q) =
1

2
KL(P ||M) +

1

2
KL(Q||M)

where

KL(P ||Q) =
∑
x

P (x)log
P (x)

Q(x)
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Figure 5.2. Graphical model representation of LinkLDA.

M =
1

2
(P + Q)

5.3.2 Similarity of Named entities

To calculate the similarity of named entities, our proposed method em-
ploys LinkLDA model proposed by Ritter et al. (2010), the state-of-the-
art topic model using relation information [X, Y , R, D].

Figure 5.2 illustrates the LinkLDA model in the plate notation. The
key difference in LinkLDA (versus LDA) is that instead of one, it main-
tains two sets of topics (latent distributions over words) denoted by β

and γ, one for classes of each argument. A topic id k represents a pair
of topics, βk and γk, that co-occur in the arguments of extracted re-
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lations. The hidden variable z = k indicates that the noun phrase for
the first argument was drawn from the multinomial βk, and that the
second argument was drawn from γk. The per-relation distribution θr

is a multinomial over the topic ids.
In particular, note that each αi is drawn from a different hidden

topic zi, however the zi’s are drawn from the same distribution θr for
a given relation r. To facilitate learning related topic pairs between
arguments they employed a sparse prior over the per-relation topic
distributions. Because a few topics are likely to be assigned most of
the probability mass for a given relation it is more likely that the same
topic number k will be drawn for both arguments.

LinkLDA models the generation of both arguments in an extracted
relation information. This allows one argument to help disambiguate
the other in the case of ambiguous named entities. Also, LinkLDA al-
lows the arguments of a given extraction to be generated from |Z| possi-
ble pairs. Thus, LinkLDA simply assigns a higher probability to states
in which z1 = z2, because both hidden variables are drawn from the
same (sparse) distribution θr. LinkLDA can re-use argument classes,
choosing different combinations of topics for the arguments if it fits the
data better.

As a similarity measure of named entities, we use Jensen Shannon
Divergence between the topic distributions of named entities.

5.3.3 Combining two Similarities

We combine the two similarity measures of named entities and doc-
uments to solve the problem described in Section 5.1. The method
employs linear combination with the following formula.

Similaritycombination = α ∗ Similaritynamedentity + (1 − α) ∗ Similaritydocument

The parameter α takes the value between 0 and 1. When α = 1, the
method uses only the similarity of named entity. While, when α = 0,
the method uses only the similarity of documents.
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5.4. Experiments

We conducted experiments using texts from Japanese newspaper ar-
ticles and weblog texts to test the proposed method against implicit
relation estimation task. In the experiments, we compared the follow-
ing methods:

Baseline: There is a simple idea that the same pairs of named entity
class have the same implicit relations. So, baseline method uses
classes of named entity, such as person, organization and loca-
tion. In the experiments, we use manually annotated named en-
tity classes defined in the IREX workshop. Given a named entity
pair, the method selects the labeled examples that have the same
pair of classes as the target pair. Then, the system outputs the
most frequent relation in selected examples as implicit relation
between a given pair.

Similarity of Documents: The framework of k-nearest neighbor, k =
3, with the similarity of documents described in Section 5.3.1. To
calculate the similarity, we give 6,200 documents used in eval-
uations and 8,320,042 documents sourced from Mainichi news-
paper and crawled newspaper articles and weblog texts between
January 1, 1991 and June 30, 2006, to a LDA tool2 with |Z| =
100. As a similarity measure of documents, we use distributional
similarity over topics of documents.

Similarity of Named Entities: The framework of k-nearest neighbor,
k = 3, with the similarity of named entities described in Section
5.3.2. To calculate the similarity, we give 12,209,359 relation
triples extracted from 8,320,042 documents to a LinkLDA tool3

with |Z| = 100. These extracted relations are used by named en-
tity recognition (Suzuki et al., 2006), relation detection described
in Chapter 3, and the relation expression recognition described

2http://chasen.org/˜daiti-m/dist/lda/
3https://github.com/aritter/LDA-SP/
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Table 5.1. Details of the evaluation data
# %

Explicit
Intra-sentential 9,178 53.3
Inter-sentential 2,058 11.9

Implicit 5,992 34.8
Total 17,228

in Chapter 4, from documents sourced from Mainichi newspaper
and crawled newspaper articles and weblog texts between Jan-
uary 1, 1991 and June 30, 2006. As a similarity measure of
named entities, we use distributuional similarity over topics of
named entities.

Combination of two Similarities: The framework of k-nearest neigh-
bor, k = 3, with the combined similarity of documents and named
entities described in Section 5.3.3. In the experiments, we change
parameter α from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1.

5.4.1 Settings

We took 6,200 documents from Japanese newspapers and weblogs
dated from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2006, which were obtained
by a web crawler, and manually annotated the relation expressions
between named entities for experimental purposes. The named entity
pairs targeted in this data were person ↔ person, person ↔ organi-
zation, person ↔ location, organization ↔ organization, organization
↔ location, and location ↔ location. In the texts, a total of 17,228
semantically related pairs had already been annotated. Additionally
explicit relation expressions are also annotated for 11,236 pairs (See
Table 5.1).

For 5,992 pairs that have implicit relations, we gave annotators the
instruction, “Read the document, and write down a relation type of a
given pair. Even you know a relationship of the pair, e.g. “president”
between “Obama” and “U.S.”, you should not write “president” unless
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Table 5.2. The detail of annotated implicit relation types.
Relation Types # Argument X Argument Y

mates 2,934 person person

located 1,552
person, organization,

location
location

member 1,065
person, organization,

organization, location
location

residence∗ 236 location person
play a role∗ 76 person person
opposition∗ 70 person, organization person, organization
publisher∗ 59 organization person

TOTAL 5,992

the relationship can be read from the document. After writing a relation
type, mark up which named entity is the subject, X, of the written
relation.”

In the annotations, we did not give a list of relation types such as
ones on ACE program, to investigate the nature of implicit relations
between named entities. In the annotated data produced by a single
person for a total of 5,992 named entity pairs, only seven relation types
are annotated, such as “mates”, “located”, “member”, “residence”, “play
a role”, “opposition” and “publisher”. Table 5.2 shows the details of an-
notated implicit relation types. However, relation types defined on ACE
program covered the top three relation types, relation types marked
with asterisk are the types not defined on ACE program. This indicates
that relation types defined on previous work is not enough to cover the
nature of implicit relation types.

To investigate inter-annotator agreement, two people annotated 1,000
pairs, randomly selected from 5,992 pairs. Table 5.3 shows the result.
The agreement of the two annotators was 89.9% (899/1,000). The
inter-annotator agreement is high as seen above, so we use the anno-
tated data produced by a single person in the experiments.

We conducted leave-one-out cross-validation over 5,992 entity pairs.
In the experiments, all documents were used a Japanese POS tag-
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Table 5.3. The inter-annotator agreement of 1,000 relation pairs.
Match [%]

person ↔ person 92.5 ( 468 / 506 )
person ↔ organization 95.2 ( 79 / 83 )
person ↔ location 83.0 ( 146 / 176 )

organization ↔ organization 76.5 ( 13 / 17 )
organization ↔ location 84.5 ( 71 / 84 )

location ↔ location 91.0 ( 122 / 134 )
Total 89.9 ( 899 / 1000 )

Table 5.4. Results of implicit relations, Accuracy,
Methods Accuracy [%]
Baseline 83.2 ( 4,987 / 5,992 )
Similarity of Documents 77.2 ( 4,623 / 5,992 )
Similarity of Named Entities 91.5 ( 5,484 / 5,992 )
Combination of two Similarities (α = 0.7) 96.5∗ ( 5,785 / 5,992 )

We used McNemar’s paired test to assess estimation disagreement. Un-
derlined results indicate that there is a significantly better (p < 0.01)
against the Baseline. If results are significantly better (p < 0.01) against
the Similarity of Named Entities, the results are marked by an asterisk.

ger (Fuchi and Takagi, 1998) and dependency parser (Imamura et al.,
2007).

5.4.2 Results and Discussion

Table 5.4 shows the performance of each method for implicit relation
estimation. Accuracy is defined as the percentage of correct relation
types out of all pairs. To examine the statistical significance of the
results, we used McNemar’s paired test, a variant of the sign test, to
assess the estimation disagreement. The table also includes the results
of significance tests.
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Effects of Combination of two Similarities

Comparing the Similarity of Named Entities, the state-of-the-art method,
to our proposed method, Combination of two Similarities, for implicit
relation estimation task indicates that the proposed method improved
performance, Accuracy, by 5.0 points. The significance tests showed
the proposed method’s effectiveness (p < 0.01). The proposed method
correctly estimated the relation types of 317 pairs that the Similar-
ity of Named Entities could not. For example, relation type “opposi-
tion” was correctly estimated between the pair, X = “Taigasu1” and Y =
“Yakuruto3”, in the document, id = 013, by the proposed method; the
Similarity of Named Entities erroneously estimated “member”.

document id = 013
Kino1-no Taigasu2・Yakuruto3-wa omoshiro4-katta. Koshien5 saiko6.
((The game of) Tigers2 (versus) Yakult3 was excited4 yesterday1. Koshien5

is terrific!)

This result supports our idea that it is useful to combine the simi-
larity of documents into the similarity of named entities for estimating
relation types between named entities.

Figure 5.3 shows the perfomance of proposed method changing the
parameter α from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. When α = 1, the method
uses only the similarity of named entity. While, when α = 0, the method
uses only the similarity of documents. The figure demonstrates that
the proposed method with α = 0.7 is the best accuracy, 96.5%.

5.4.3 Error Analysis

The above experiments showed that our proposed method, which com-
bines two similarities of named entities and documents, is effective in
estimating relation types between named entities. However, the exper-
iments identified some problems that need to be overcome to improve
the method further. Here, we elucidate the remaining problems by
analyzing the main type of errors.
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Figure 5.3. The performance of the proposed method.

In 207 instances, the method output wrong relation types. Most
errors occurred when the manually annotated relation type is “resi-
dence”. For example, in the document, id = 014, “residence” is the
correct relation types between the pair, X = “Yokosukashi1” and Y =
“Yamada2”. However, the method estimated “located”.

document id = 014
Yokosukashi1-no Yamada2-san-ga kekkon3-shita.
(Mr. Yamada2, (lives in) Yokosuka City1, was married3.)

The reason why the system output wrong relation type is that al-
most all implicit relations between person and location are “located” in
annotated data. To solve the problem, using syntactic pattern between
the pair would help. For example, the patterns, “X no Y ” or “X ( Y )”,
demonstrate special implicit relation, residence, between person and
location.
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5.5. Conclusion

The relation estimation task is estimating the relationship that exists
between the semantically related pair that has an implicit relation. In
a preliminary observation, we found that similarity measures of named
entity pairs, on the basis of extracted huge relation information, were
rather infrequent in case of ambiguous named entities because they
actually use only a named entity in the pair to disambiguate the other
named entity.

To solve the problem, we propose the similarity measure combining
similarity of named entity pairs and similarity of document in which
the pair appeared. In our proposed method, using this combined sim-
ilarity measure, we estimate the implicit relation with k-nearest neigh-
bor. First, the method finds the nearest k examples from labeled data
to a given pair. Then, the system outputs the most frequent relation
in selected examples as implicit relation between a given pair. Our
experiments demonstrated that the method improves the Accuracy by
5.0 points, and thus helps to estimate relation types between named
entities.
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CONCLUSION

6.1. Summary

In this thesis, to extract semantically-related named entity pairs, X

and Y , and their relations, R, from Japanese documents D in struc-
tured form [X, Y , R, D], we decomposed the relation extraction task
into three tasks. The first is detecting semantically-related pairs from
named entity pairs that co-occur in a given document (relation de-
tection). The second is recognizing a relation expression that demon-
strates the explicit relation between the detected pair from the docu-
ment (relation expression recognition), and the third one is estimat-
ing the relationship that exists between a detected pair that has an
implicit relation (relation estimation).

In the case of document “Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party, is
Jiro Yamada’s brother.”, in relation detection task, the pairs [Ichiro Ya-
mada, Jiro Yamada] and [Ichiro Yamada, the Democratic Party] should
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be detected as semantically-related ones and [the Democratic Party,
Jiro Yamada] should not. Then, in relation expression recognition task,
“brother” should be recognized as relation expression for [Ichiro Ya-
mada, Jiro Yamada] and no expression should be recognized for [Ichiro
Yamada, the Democratic Party]. At last, in relation estimation task,
the relationship “member” should be estimated for [Ichiro Yamada, the
Democratic Party]. In the tasks of relation expression recognition and
relation estimation, we have to decide not only the relation between
the pair but also which named entity in the pair is subject, X, of the
relation.

The contributions of this thesis are follows. In relation detection
task, various supervised learning approaches have been explored (Ze-
lenko et al., 2003; Kambhatla, 2004; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004).
They use two kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-based ones,
for example, the path of the given pair in the parse tree and the word
n-gram between named entities (Kambhatla, 2004). They target only
intra-sentential relation detection in which named entity pairs are lo-
cated in the same sentence, in spite of the fact that about 43.6%
of named entity pairs with semantic relations are inter-sentential in
Japanese documents. Our proposed method is a supervised learning
method using contextual features for detecting a semantic relation be-
tween a given pair of named entities, which may be located in different
sentences.

In relation expression recognition task, to recognize a relation ex-
pression from words located between a given pair in English, the prior
work proposed methods using conditional random fields or Markov
logic networks using only word-based features (Banko and Etzioni,
2008; Zhu et al., 2009). In a preliminary observation, we found that
word-based features, even syntactic ones, were rather infrequent in a
number of samples. To solve the above problem, we propose a super-
vised learning method using two kinds of external information about
candidates acquired from large text corpora automatically. One is lex-
ical information with selected nouns that indicate relations. The other
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is relation predicting model which predicts present relations between
named entities on the basis of past relations of the pair. We show
that the proposed method outperformed the prior method through the
experiments in Japanese corpus.

In relation estimation task, previous work used the idea that similar
noun pairs must have the same relations to estimate implicit relation
between not only named entities but also general nouns (Shimazu et
al., 1986; Kurohashi and Sakai, 1999; Srikumar et al., 2008). To calcu-
late similarity of named entities, several similarity measures of named
entities on the basis of extracted huge relation information have been
proposed for the purpose of paraphrasing or selective preference (Lin
and Pantel, 2001; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter
et al., 2010). However, to estimate implicit relations, these similarity
measures were rather infrequent in case of ambiguous named entities
because they actually use only a named entity in the pair to disam-
biguate the other named entity. To solve the problem, we propose the
similarity measure combining similarity of named entity pairs and sim-
ilarity of document in which the pair appeared.

6.2. Future work

There still remain several topics to explore. We will leave the following
questions open to future work.

First, however we proposed the method to extract relation informa-
tion from documents in this thesis, we have not evaluated the method
by the application that using the extracted relation information. We
would like to reveal the following question by application based evalu-
ation.

• Is the number of extracted relation information enough?

• Is precision of extracted relation information enough?

• What kind of applications is satisfied with the number and preci-
sion of extracted relation information?
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Second, to use extracted relation information effectively, synonym
resolutions of named entity and relation expression are important (Yates
and Etzioni, 2009; Hasegawa et al., 2004; Bollegala et al., 2010; Ritter
et al., 2010). For named entity synonym resolution, it is more use-
ful to use not only connection among expressions in documents but
also connection between expression and real world entity. External
databases such as geometric database and product database can be
used. Several methods have been proposed to disambiguate named
entities using the above databases, called Grounding. We would like to
incorporate these methods into our overall systems.

Third, however we proposed the method to extract relation infor-
mation from documents in this thesis, the experiments identified some
challenging problems that need to be overcome to improve the method
further. For example, in relation detection task, the method did not
detect semantically-related pairs liked by definite nouns phrases, such
as “shusho (the prime minister)” or “shacho (the president)”. In rela-
tion expression recognition task, the method output no relation expres-
sions because the sentence holding the named entities had no verb. In
relation estimation task, most errors occurred when the manually an-
notated relation type is “residence”, because that almost all implicit
relations between person and location are “located” in annotated data.
We need to solve the challenging problems to improve the method fur-
ther.
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